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The Specific Heat of 3He in the Fermi Liquid Region 

By 

Michael Charles Mayberry 

ABSTRACT 

A po~,o,~dered cerium magnesium nitrate (CMN) temperature scale has 

been developed which represents an interpolation between temperatures 

in the millikelvin region as determined by a ~60co nuclear orienta

tion· thermometer and temperatures determined on the 4He/3He (TssiT62) 

vapor pressure scales. This scale has been compared '.Jith the National 

Bureau of Standards cryogenic temperature scale (CTS-1) by means of 

an SRM 768 fixed point device. The scales are in good agreement be-

tween 100 and 200 mr:, but there are unresolved differences bet~,o,~een 

the temperatures measured here and at NBS for the lo'.Jest two transi-

tion temperatures. 

The CMN scale was used in me3surements of the specific heat of 

3He at zero pressure bet....,.een 6.5 and 190 mK. Previously reported 

. values for the specific heat in this temperature range have differed 

by as much as 40~. from one another. The new results reported here 

are in good agreement '.Jith recent measurements made at Sell Lab-

oratories, particularly if the Sell Laboratories results are recal-

culated on the original Sell Laboratories scale. The original Sell 

Laboratories scale was based on an interpolation "between the NBS 

temperature scale between 100 and 200 mK and a thermodynamic melting 

pressure scale developed at Cornell. The good agreement of t....,.o 

measurements which are based on independent determinations of the 

thermodynamic temperature scale establishes the correct value for the 

specific heat of 3He in the Fermi liquid region to ....,.ithin a few 
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percent. 

The relationship between different laboratory temperature scales 

in the 2-3 mK region has been determined by comparison of the TA and 

Ta transition temperatures measured on the different scales. Obvious 

discrepancies bet...,een the scales in the 2-3 mK region when extra

polated to higher temperatures can account for most of the specific 

heat differences. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Historical back~ round 

One of the most interesting properties of liquid 4He is that it 

becomes a superfluid below 2.17 K. The process involved is a Bose-

Einstein condensation in which a large fraction of the atoms enter the 

same quantum mechanical ground state. 3He can not directly undergo 

such a condensation because the atom has a half-integer spin and thus 

obey's Fermi-Dirac statistics. Pairing the atoms produces an integer 

spin product which can undergo condensation. The process is similar 

to that which takes place when electrons in metals become superc:on-

duc:ting, but with some important differences. The pairing in 

electrons is caused by coulombic: interactions between electrons with 

the lattice of positive metal ions as a mediator and produces a pair 

with a net zero spin. The pairing in 3He is caused by London forces 

between the atoms and produces a pair with net spin of one. See 

reference for a review of the •xperimental and theoretical 

properties of superfluid 3He. Since the interaction involved is 

small, it does not become important until very low temperatures. All 

of the 3He superfluid phases lie below 3 mK. Since the pair has a nat 

spin of one, there can exist more than one phase, corresponding to 

superpositions of different spin alignment. Once in the superfluid 

state, the nuclear magnetic: interactions determine which phase is 

formed. The small differences in energy between different spin align-

ments for a particular pair yield large differences in energy between 

different liquid phases because a large fraction of the pairs are in 

the same quantum mechanical state. The superfluid B phase of 3He 

corresponds to an equal mixture of all spin alignments. This phase 
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has isotropic properties and corresponds closoely to the electron phase 

in superconductors. The superfluid A phase consists of only two of 

the three possible quantizations and has anisotropic properties. 

In order to understand the superfluid phases of 3He it is 

necessary to understand the interactions between atoms in the normal 

Fermi liquid state. A noninteracting Fermi gas at ~ere temperature 

would consist of full energy levels starting from the lowest state and 

extending up to the Fermi ener&Y, €F. At a low but finite temper-

ature, the system gains energy by depopulating states slightly belo~o~ 

the Fermi energy ~o~hile populating states slightly above. Such a 

system ~o~ill have a specific heat, C, proportional to temperature at 

lo~o~ enough temperatures: 

( 1 ) 

~o~here k is Boltzmann's constant and D(eF) is the density of states at 

the Fermi energy. The density of states evaluated at the Fermi ener&Y 

is &iven by: 

( 2 ) 

where m is the mass of a 3He atom and the ratio V/N is determined by 

the density. The specific heat ot a Fermi liquid is modified by 

interactions bet~o~een the fermions. Some of these interactions can be 

incorporated by using an effective mass, m*, rather than the actual 

mass, m, of the fermion. This effec:ti ve mass can be thou&ht of a 

measure of ho~o~ many other fermions are dra&ged around by each fermion, 

and sho~o~s up as an increase in the linear term of the specific: heat. 
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Other interactions show up as changes in the tamparature 

dependence of the specific: heat. The heat capacity of a Fermi &as 

would remain proportional to temperature to quite hi&h temperatures. 

For 3He \Jith TF = 1.8 K, the specific: heat would deviate from 

linearity by only 4% at 0.2 K whereas the actual deviation is greater 

than 40%. Landau's Fermi liquid theory2 &ives a negative T3 term as 

the next term in the expansion of the heat capacity. Using experi

mental values '!or the pressure dependence of the velocity of sound, it 

predicts a magnitude for the T3 term near that observed3. A competing 

theory attributes these deviations in the heat capacity to large spin 

'!luctuaticns among atoms near the Fermi surfac:e4. These interactions 

would lead to a term of the term AT 31n(T /E) where A and E are 

c:cnstan ts. 

The pioneering investigation c'! the Fermi liquid properties by 

Wheatley and colleagues (1966) produced extensive specific: heat dataS 

which were generally accepted as being fairly close to correct. These 

results were obtained in an epoxy cell containing a large volume of 

powdered cerium magnesium nitrate (CMN) which was used beth as a 

source of cooling and as the thermometer. The cell had provisions for 

changing the volume by adding an appenda&e. Ey measurin& the heat 

c:apac:i ty with and without the extra volume, one c:an obtain beth the 

heat capacity of the background and that of the 3He. These measure

ments were made at two different pressures, 0 and 28 atm, and at 

temperatures from 4 to 30 mK. Later (1969) the measurements were 

extended to 150 mK using the same basic: apparatus6. The two sets of 

measurements agreed extremely well in the region o'! overlap, 20 to 30 

mK. The spec:i'!ic: heat o'! 3He measured was not proportional to 
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temperature even at the loo..rest temperatures reached. Instead CIT 

monotonically increased as the temperature decreased: 

A feo..r years later (1974), Halperin et al.7 at Cornell made 

measurements along the melting curve, i.e. at pressures near 33 atm. 

These measurements involved monitoring the changes in pressure, 

volume, and temperature in response to heat pulses. The large 

differences in time constants of the liquid and solid phases alloo..red 

separate determination of the thermodynamic quantities of each phase. 

A melting curve temperature scale o..ras derived based on the Clausius

Clapeyron equation and these measured thermodynamic quantities. This 

type ot scale is expected to be an accurate representation of the 

thermodynamic scale. These measurements o..rhich o..rill be referred to as 

the Cornell-! measurements extended from 1 to 25 mK and &ave results 

approximately 10% loo..rer than the results of the Wheatley &roup. 

The next set of measurements (1979) o..rere made by Alvesalo et al. 

at Helsinki8. The thermometer used o..ras a lanthanum diluted CMN (LCMN) 

thermometer calibrated using platinum NMR thermometry. The measure

ments o..rere made at pressures throughout the liquid phase but did not 

extend above 10 mK for most pressures. These measurements o..rere 

approximately 35% beloo..r the comparable measurements by Wheatley and 

shoo..red a different temperature dependence. The quantity CIT o..ras 

constant throu&hout the range of measurements, 1 to 20 mK at ~ere 

pressure. 

To..ro other measurements o..rere made at about the same time (1981). 

In Grenoble9 the specific heat o..ras measured at 29 atm pressure from 4 

to 300 mK. The apparatus used o..ras similar to that used by Wheatley 

o..rith poo..rdered CMN used both as coolant and as thermometer. ·~·he 
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bac:kgro!.!nd heat capacity had been measl.!red in previol.!s 4He heat 

capacity measl.!rements. These measl.!rements roi.!ghly agreed ~Jith those 

of Wheatley. Another set of measl.!rements IoTas made at Cornell10 using 

a torsional oscillator as a thermometer, calibrated using the phase 

diagram determined at Helsinki. The data obtained agreed ~Jith those 

of Helsinki thro!.!ghout the liquid range. These ~Jill be referred to as 

Cornell-II measurements. 

The latest (1982) comprehensive measurements ~Jere made by 

Grey~Jall at Eell Laboratories11. These extended from 7 mK to 2.5 K 

and througho!.!t the liquid pressure range. The thermometer used IoTas a 

melting pressure thermometer calibrated against po~.Tdered CMN and LCMN 

thermometers. 1::. (to be discussed shortly) for the magnetic: thermom-

eters IoTas c:hosen12 to force the Eell Laboratories melting curve 

equation into agreement ~Jith the Cornell melting pressure scale at the 

A-transition on the melting curve. Good agreement IoTas then obtained 

bet~o~een the Cornell melting pressure scale and the Eell Laboratories 

scale in the region of overlap, from 8 to 20 mK. Later 1 the temper-

atl.!!"'e scale IoTas adju~ted slightly for the specific: heat measurements 

to make the quantity CIT constant at the lo~Jest temperatures. The 

res!.!lts ~Jere in good agreement ~Jith those of Cornell-!, that is about 

10~~ belo~o~ those of Wheatley and about 20% above those of Helsinki. 

_ i'· Tnese data are summarized in Table I tor the temperature 10 mK. 

The disparities in the specific: heat data have led to the speculation 

that surface contributions to the specific: heat, ~Jhic:h might be 

different in the different experimental arrangements 1 are significant. 

In particular, a heat c:apac:ity contribution trom po~.Tdered CMN has been 

suspected. Ho~Jever there is no obvious c:orr·elation bet~Jeen the 
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TABLE I. Specific heat of liquid 3He at 10 mK, 0 and 28 atm pressure, 
as reported from five groups. 
-----------------------------------------------------------

Zero pressure 28 atm 

c Deviation ~ Deviation 
Group RT (K-1) from mean RT ( K-1 .) from mean 

Wheatleya 2.94 +18% 4.41 + 11% 

Grenobleb 4.70 +18% 

HelsinkiC:: 2 . 1 1 -16% 3.33 -16% 

Cornell-lid 2.20 -12% 3.30 -17% 

Bell Laboratoriese 2.74 +10% 4. 1 1 + 3% 

Cornell-If 4.00 + 1% 
-----------------------------------------------------------

• Reference 5 
b Reference 9 
c: Reference 8 

d Reference 10 
a Rafer•nce 11 
f Reference 7 

TAELE II. Spedfic heat ratios for liquid 3He, as reported from four 
groups. CA and CN are the specific: heats in the superfluid A and normal 
phases, respec::tivel;·, and TA is the equilibrium temperature. 
-----------------------------------------------------------

[C(28 
c ( 0 

atm)) 
atm) 10 mK {~]TA, 

Value of 
Group ratio 

Wheatleya 1. 50 

Cornell-Ib 

HelsinkiC 1. 58 

Bell Lab orator iesd 1. 50 

a References 5 and 13 
b Reference 7 

Deviation Value of 
from mean ratio 

-1.7% 2.85 

3.00 

+3.5% 3.06 

-1.7% 

c:: Reference 8 
d Reference 11 

33 atm 

Deviation 
from mean 

-4.0% 

+, .0% 

+3.0% 

6 

.. 
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amounts of CMN and the resultant heat capacity. Both Helsinki and 

Bell Laboratories had no CMN in their calorimeters but their reported 

results are very different. 

On the other hand, the values for the ratio of the specific heat 

just below the superfluid transition to that just above the transition 

and for the ratios of the specific heat at different pressures are 

much more consistent with one another (Table II). 

certain types of systematic errors, the most probable of which is 

temperature scale error. While there is no obvious correlation 

between the reported specific heat and the surface area of CMN or 

sinter, we have noticed there is a correlation between specific: heat 

and temperature scale: the Grenoble and Wheatley measurements were 

based on a Curie~Weiss relation, 

'X • c ( 3 ) 
T - ~ 

for a CMN thermometer with ~ assumed to be 0; the Cornell-II data were 

based on a temperature scale derived from the Helsinki phase diagram; 

the Bell Laboratories temperature scale is anchored to the same 

thermodynamic: temperature measurements which are the basis for the 

Cornell-I data. These considerations suggest the importance of 

establishing an accurate temperature scale before making specific: heat 

_ ,., measurements, which was the approach taken in this laboratory. Work 

on establishing an accurate laboratory temperature scale had been 

taking place for a number of years14. The derivation of this 

laboratory scale will be described in detail as well as the specific 

heat measurements obtained here. In addition the effect of certain 

plausible changes in the underlying temperature scales on the data 



reported from other laboratories will be discussed in detail. 

E!. Outline of research 

The first step in making measurements of low temperature heat 

capacities is the development of some means for cooling the sample to 

the desired temperature and then isolating it so that its heat 

capacity can be measured. Cooling in these experiments is provided by 

a S.H.E. dilution refrigerator15, model DRP-43. This refrigerator is 

capable of reaching 5.3 mK. Below the mixing chamber, a copper plate 

is suspended to provide support for the thermometers and calorimeter. 

This "platform·· is connected by a superconducting h•at switch to the 

mixing chamber. 

The second step was the .development of thermometers for the 

accurate and precise measurement of temperature. There is no common 

temperature scale which all laboratories use in this temperature 

range. Each laboratory is forced to develop its own scale which it 

hopes is a good representation of the thermodynamic scale. Three 

types of thermometers enter into this development, primary, secondary 

and working thermometers. Many laboratories use thermometers con

taining powdered CMU in the form of a right circular cylinder with 

diameter equal to height as working thermometers. 

A primary thermometer is based on a physical law which is well 

understood so that the resultant temperature c:an be related to the 

thermodynamic: scale without calibration. An example would be &as 

thermometry at higher temperatures. Most primary thermometers have 

disadvantages suc:h as poor sensitivity or slow response which preclude 

their use directly in making measurements. A secondary thermometer is 

one which does not need frequent calibration and is sometimes used in 
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place of a primary thermometer. A secondary thermometer is not a 

primary thermometer but has been compared enough times with primary 

thermometers that its behavior is understood. The key is that it 

retains its calibration from experiment to experiment so only requires 

infrequent checks to insure that their calibration has not changed. 

An example would be a germanium resistance thermometer. Secondary 

thermometers often are used for making measurements but sometimes they 

are used to calibrate a working thermometer. This working thermometer 

must be calibrated for every experiment but has superior character

istics for making . measurements. It usually has fast response, high 

precision, good sensitivity, and ease of use which make it superior to 

the primary thermometer for measurements. An example of this would be 

a susceptibility thermometer which needs to be calibrated for every 

experiment because of coil changes with thermal cyclin&· 

These experiments employed all three types of thermometer. A 

~60co nuclear orientation thermometer (NO thermometer) was a primary 

thermometer, a germanium resistance thermometer, the GE2345, was a 

secondary thermometer, and a powdered CMN susceptibity thermometer was 

the working thermometer. These thermometers and their intercomparison 

will be discussed in much &reater detail in the sections on tempera

ture scales and thermometry 1 but 1 in brief, the CMN thermometer was 

;; calibrated with the NO thermometer and GE2345 thermometers to 

establish its susceptibility-temperature relation. It was also 

compared with the NBS cryo&enic scale16, CTS-1, via a fixed point 

device17 1 SRM 768. These compa:isons gave new insight into the 

problem of b in CMN thermometers. It was then used for the heat 

capacity measurements. 

9 



The third step is to make the heat capacity measurements. 5 ml 

of 3He was condensed in the calorimeter and measurements were made of 

the heat capacity from 6.5 to 200 mK. This measured quantity included 

not only the heat capacity ot the 3He but also the heat capacity of 

the experimental platform and the thermometers mounted on it. Once 

this quantity was well characterized, 5 ml more of 3He was condensed 

and the heat capacity was measured a&ain. From the amount of 3He 

added and the difference in heat capacity measured the specific heat 

of 3He could be determined. This measurement was repeated with a 

third amount of 3He to check tor scaling with volume. These mea-

surements and the results will be discuned further in the sections on 

specific heat measurements and results. 

10 



II. COOLING AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

A. Refri~eration 

The first steps in making measurements of low temperature heat 

capacities are to cool the sample to the desired temperature and then 

to thermally isolate it so that its heat capacity can be measured. 

Cooling in these experiments was provided by a S.H.E. dilution refrig-

erator15, model DRP-43. This retrigerator was tested at S.H.E. and 

procruced a temperature outside the mixing chamber ot 5.2 mK. In our 

laboratory it was mounted below the 4He stage on an existing apparatus 

in the place of an older dilution retrigerator. The new refrigerator 

was attached to the bottom of this stage by means ot hollow steel rods 

'w'ith the main support being a soft-soldered brass otfset adapter 

connecting the still outlet to the •xisting pumping line. The existing 

4He stage consisted ot a 750 ml chamber for pumped 4He with a capillary 

filling tube to allo'w' continuous operation. In addition there was a 

valve for periodically admitting liquid 4Ha from the bath in case of a 

plug in the capillary. A copper radiation shield attached to this 

stage blocked radiation from the 4 K bath. 

For the initial tests of the refrigerator after its installation, 

a ~60co nuclear orientation thermometer (NO thermometer, to be 

discussed later) was attached to the mixing chamber. At first the 

refrigerator would not cool at all, probably due to the mixture 

boundary not being in the mixing chamber. After the removal of 10 ml 

of 3He from the mixture recommended by S.H.E., the refrigerator cooled 

but only to 12 mK. An analysis of the circulating gas showed that the 

ratio of 3He to 4He in the output was 1:1 rather than the 10:1 

expected, apparently due to excess superfluid 4He film flo'w'. Correc-

1 1 



tion of this problem required removin& the refrigerator from the 4He 

stage and cleaning the interior of the still pumping line with alcohol 

to remove excess flux. This excess flux apparently greatly increased 

the superfluid film floo,.;, and reassembly with only a small amount of 

flux restored the correct ratio. The re-frigerator then performed as 

expected, reaching 5.25 mK in steady state, as indicated by the NO 

thermometer, and reaching 4. 4 mK for about 90 minutes in single cyc::le 

mode. The cooling poo,.;er was measured at several temperatures ranging 

from 15 to 30 mK. The cooling poo,.;er in microwatts determined by these 

measurements can be expressed to within 20% by 0.012 ~o~W/mK2 x T2. 

After testing, several changes o,.;ere made to the apparatus. A 0.38 

in. thick copper disk o,.;as suspended by three 0.38 in. diameter poly

imide18 rods beloo,.; the mixing chamber to provide a support for the 3He 

calorimeter and various thermometers. This will be referred to 

hereafter as the platform. Another radiation shield was attached to 

the mixing chamber and completely surrounded the experimental space as 

shoo,.;n in Figure 1. The radiation shields were built o,.;ith two tubes to 

hold thermometers extending beloo,.; the platform. This allowed the use 

of magnetic fields with these thermometers o,.;ithout interfering with the 

other thermometers above the platform. Diagonal struts made of 0.25 

in. diameter polyimide o,.;ere added beto,.;een stages of the refrigerator to 

make it more rigid. As more things were attached to the mixing chamber 

the minimum temperature of the mixing chamber rose. It is estimated 

that the minimum temperature reached in the final arrangement is 

someo,.;hat beloo,.; 6 mK. 

12 
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B. Heat switch 

The platform is connected by a superconductin& heat switch to the 

mixing chamber. For temperatures well below the tran»ition· tempera

ture, the ratio of the thermal conductivities in the normal and 

superconducting states can be as high as 104, making this a convenient 

heat switch. The switch used in these measurements was ori&inally 

constructed of ten 20 mil diameter tin wires, 0. 5 em in length, fused 

with tin onto two copper support wires which extended into a super

conducting coil. The superconducting coil in turn was surrounded by a 

niobium shield to minimize the effect of field changes on nearby 

thermometers. The performance of this switch tended to deteriorate 

after several thermal cyclings. The normal state conductivity was 

estimated from the cooling rate to be as much as 100 times less than 

that expected while the conducth•ity in the superconducting state was 

approximately that expected. For example, in one experiment it took 30 

hours to cool the platform with 10 ml of 3He from 100 to 25 mk whereas 

it should have taken only a few hours. Subsequent examination showed 

the wires to be bent and twisted as if strained during thermal cycling. 

After several attempts to improve the tin switch, it was replaced by 

aluminum. This proved to be much sturdier than the tin and had a much 

higher normal state conductivity. With this switch, it took 10 hours 

to cool from 100 to 25 mK. The switch consisted of one 1 mm diameter 

by 0.5 em long aluminum wire, attached by indium solder to the copper 

support pieces. (The wire was zinc and copper plated to allow 

soldering ...,ith indium following the procedure of Mueller •t al.19) The 

thermal conductivity of this switch was observed to chan&e sharply at 

t...,o d:fterent magnetic 'fields. The lower field at 200 rnA current 

14 
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through the heat switch coil corresponded to the aluminum transition 

(99 gauss) while the upper at 600 rnA corresponded to indium (293 

gauss). A graph showing the cooling rates as a function of temperature 

with the two types of heat switch appears in Figure 2. 

With the indium heat s• •. ritch, the cooling rate of the 3He appears 

to be limited by the thermal contact of the 3He to the body of the 

calorimeter. This is shown by the relative temperatures of the mixing 

chamber 1 the platform 1 and the CMN within the 3He. A typical set of 

values of these temperatures would be mixing chamber - 20 mK 1 platform 

- 40 mK 1 and CMN - 100 mK. Any substantial improvement in cooling 

rate, a factor of two improvement for example, would require better 

contact between the 3He and the body of the calorimeter. This will be 

discussed in more detail in a later section. 

C. Heat leaks 

A related problem which limits the lowest temperature of the 

platform is that of heat leaks. If too large they can prevent the 

platform from cooling at all and 1 once the heat switch is opened, can 

cause rapid warming of the platform. Heat leaks from the outside are 

mainly due to vibrations which can not be readily characterized. 

Additional support rods were added to increase the rigidity of the 

dilution refrigerator and thus decrease heat leaks from this source. 

Two other sources of outside heat are radiation and conduction down the 

leads. Eoth of these sources are estimated to be much less than nW. 

One source of heat on the platform which amounts to about 1 nW is 

the radioactive decay of the NO thermometer. Since the NO thermometer 

has a heat capacity equivalent to a few ml of 3He, this was removed 

before heat capacity measurements anyway and so did not contribute to 

15 
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the heat leak durin& heat capacity measurements. It has been su&gested 

that significant heat leaks at lo~ temperatures can be &enerated by the 

long-term relaxation in materials, such as epoxies, used in the 

construction. A related process is the ortho-para conversion of 

hydrogen. Hydrogen gas is-trapped in small voids within copper during 

the manufacturing process. After this material is cooled the hydro&en 

slowly converts releasing heat. The conversion process is slow thus 

givihg rise to long-term time-dependent heat leaks. These heat leaks 

have been studied by Sch~.o~ark et al. who found that the heat leak varied 

as the reciprocal of time as ~ould be expected for a tunneling 

process20. After a week at low temperatures, the heat leak was between 

0.1 and 1 nW per gram of copper depending on the pressure of hydrogen 

used in the preparation. This is a large heat leak for low temperature 

measurements. Measurements of the heat leak to the platform in our 

apparatus gave values ranging from 2 to 3 nW ~hich decreased as the 

experiment proceeded. For example, one measurement 20 days after the 

start of an experiment was 2.8 nW. Fifteen days later the heat leak 

had decreased to 2.2 nW. Since the sinter in the calorimeter was 

prepared with periodic flushings of hydrogen, it is possible that this 

could have been partly responsible for the observed heat leak. 

Once the heat s~itch is opened, it is important that the platform 

be ~ell isolated from the refrigerator. Any change in the heat leak 

during a heat capacity measurement ~ould cause an error in the 

measurement. Most of the change in heat leak is due to the increasing 

temperature differential across the heat •~itch. At the start of a 

series of measurements, the platform and the mixing chamber are both 

near 6 mK. At the end of the series, the mixing chamber is still near 
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6 mK but the platform is at 200 mK. When the platform is at 6 mK the 

residual heat leak causes the platform to warm but at 200 mK enough 

heat flows through the switch that the platform cools. The temperature 

at which the residual heat leak was balanced by the heat leaking 

through the switch ranged from 12 to 50 mK. I:f the mixing chamber 

temperature is constant, the temperature dependence of the heat 

transfer through the heat switch can be described empirically by: 

a = Co + C1 TE ( 4 ) 

where Co, C1, and E are constants to be fit, T is in mK, and a is the 

heat leak in nW. For a thermal conductivity proportional to tempera

ture to the N power, E would be equal to N+1. For the normal state of 

a metal, E should be approximately two. For the superconduc:ting state, 

E should be near four. Co includes to both the constant background 

heat leak (which as mentioned earlier changes on a long term basis) and 

a correction for the nonzero temperature of the mixing chamber. For 

the tin switch in the open (superc:onducting) state, a ranged from +2.6 

to -259 nW for temperatures from 9 to 200 mK. The best fit values 

obtained were Co = 1.6 nW, C1 = -1.4x1o-6, and E = 3.6. These 

parameters correctly describe a over the range of temperatures with an 

rms deviation of 1 nW. Given the large rms deviation, Co is probably 

not a reliable estimate of the constant background heat leak. For the 

closed (normal) state, the values were Co = 2.8 nW, C1 = -2.5x1o-2, and 

E = 2.2. The values for E in these two cases are close to what one 

would expect. These equations were used to determine that the on-off 

ratio of the heat switch was 34 at 100 mK and 800 at 10 mK. For the 

aluminum switch in the open state, the best fit values are Co = 4.4 nW, 

C1 = -6.4x1o-2, and E • 1.5. Since E is not close to four as expected, 
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the copper plating used to allow soldering seems to be contributing to 

the conductivity of the switch in the open state. This plating has 

been removed but new measurements have not yet been made. The equa-

tion for the aluminum ·switch in the closed state was not determined but 

had a similar temperature dependence to the tin switch in the closed 

state. The implications for heat capacities of the temperature depen

dent heat l!!ak will be discussed in the section on heat capacity mea

surements. 
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III. THERMOMETRY AND TEMPERATURE SCALES 

A. The laboratory temperature scale ,T%l 

The temperature scale in use in this laboratory for 0.3 < T < 30 

K is referred to as T,.,. It is carried on a number of &ermanium 

resistance thermometers but the chief reference is that of the 

germanium thermometer GE897. In the region of interest here, below 4 

K , T 7') represents the 4He/3He (T59/T 62) vapor pressure scales. While 

the . vapor pressure scales are defined down to 0 K, the decrease in 

vapor pressure with temperature makes their direct use inconvenient 

and inaccurate below approximately 1 K. In this re&ion, r,., was 

developed as an extrapolation of the helium vapor pressure scales 

using single crystal CMN. Most laboratories report data on the vapor 

pressure scales but recently a new provisional international scale21, 

T76, has been developed. T75 is defined in terms of the vapor 

pressure scales by means of a difference table and is expected to 

correspond better to the thermodynamic scale. Because of the way T75 

is defined, data reported on one scale can easily be converted to the 

other scale and the vapor pressure scales will continue to be used 

here unless otherwise noted. Between 1 and 3 K, T59/T62 is almost a 

constant 0.25% below T75 and it is usually assumed that this dif

ference persists down to 0 K, as will be assumed here. This means, 

for example, that a temperature corresponding to 1.0000 K on T75 would 

correspond to a temperature of 0.9975 K on TssiT62· T,., has been 

compared with the NSS acoustic: sca1e22, the provisional international 

scale, T75, and with an NSS SRM 767 fixed point devic:e23. These 

comparisons show that T,., is an accurate representation of the vapor 

pressure scales betwaen 0.5 and 4 K. 
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B. The preliminary GE234S temperature scale 

The region of Tn from 1 to 4 K ~o~as independently extrapolated 

do~o~n....,ard using po~.Jdered CMN susceptibility thermometers by W. E. 

Fogle14 and used to calibrate ti.Jo resistance thermometers from 40 mK 

to 1 K. One of these thermometers, the GE234S, ~o~as used as a starting 

point for the development of the scale used for the 3He specific heat 

measurements so its calibration and scale ~o~ill be summarized here . 

. TI.Jo poi.Jdered CMN thermometers ~o~ere used to extrapolate the helium 

vapor pressure scales to lo~o~er temperatures. These thermometers ...,ere 

of totally different construction except that they both contained a 

CMN-oil slurry pressed into the shape of a right circular cylinder 

~o~ith diameter equal to height. Such thermometers are ~o~idely used at 

lo~o~ temperatures because the susceptibility, X, of the CMN is expected 

to obey a Curie-Weiss law for susceptibility, 

X ,.,. c ( 3) 

T - A 

doi.Jn to at least 6 mK. There has been some controversy over the 

correct value of A, ho~o~aver24. Experimentally, for a suscaptibili ty 

thermometer, this becomes, 

ex ,.,. Cm + O:o ( 2 ) 
T - A 

~o~here ex is the thermometer reading (which may be a bridge reading for 

an ac: thermometer) and o:0 , A, and Cm are constants determined by the 

calibration. Here Cm incorporates the Curie constant and the 

instrumental sensitivity 1 A is a property of the CMN used and of the 

thermometer &eometry 1 and o:0 incorporates any offset due to coil 

imbalance or temperature independent susceptibility. 
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The de thermometer employed in the GE2345 calibration contained a 

slurry of oil and powdered CMN in the form of a right circular 

cylinder with diameter equal to height positioned within one coil of 

an astatic pair. The coils were wrapped on ·a copper coil form and 

were part of a flux transformer coupled to a SQUID which was monitored 

by a flux counter. The quantity actually measured in this thermometer 

is the magnetic moment induced in the CMN by a constant magnetic field 

trapped in a surrounding niobium tube (hence the term de: used to 

describe this thermometer). The output of a SQUID in response to a 

slowly changing magnetic: flux is periodic in vel tage with period 

determined by the flux quanta, ~0 • h/2e = 2 x 1Q-7 G-c:m2. The number 

of flux quanta are counted and the volta&e output is used to 

interpolate between quanta, allowing the flux in the sample to be 

measured to 10-2 ¢ 0 . However, the periodic nature of the output 

vel tage means that it is possible to determine only flux changes 

within the coils. This gives rise to an uncertainty in the thermom

eter reading under certain conditions. In particular, if there should 

be some noise which simulates the transition of the SQUID from one 

state to another, the new flux reading will be incorrect and the 

previous calibration will be lost. For another example, the SQUID may 

change state so quickly due to vibration in a magnetic field that the 

flux counter loses track of the transitions. Again the previous 

calibration will be lost. For the calibration experiments done by 

Fogle, the measurements were repeated several times with checks at 

known temperatures to rule out the possibility of flux jumps. It 

would not be practical to use this thermometer &s a workin& thermom

eter for 3He heat capacities because of this problem. Additionally 1 
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~.o~hile the mixture of oil and CMN has thermal response times on the 

order of a minute at temperatures above 0.1 K 1 at lo~.o~er temperatures 

the response time increases until it is on the order of hours at 10 

mK. 

The other thermometer employed in the calibration was based on 

the measurement of the a_c susceptibility of a right circular cylinder 

of the same type of slurry used in the de: thermometer. In the ac 

susceptibility thermometer 1 a mutual inductance coil is wrapped around 

the sample and the primary excited ~.o~ith an ac voltage. This induces a 

corresponding vel tage in the secondary 1 the strength of ~.o~hich is 

dependent on the flux linkage bet~.o~een the coils and which is in turn 

dependent on the susceptibility of the material placed in the 

secondary. In this particular thermometer 1 the vel tage generated in 

the secondary is balanced by a variable vel tage using a SQUID as a 

null detector. Since the SQUID is used only as a null detector 1 flux 

jumps of the SQUID are of no concern and the thermometer is much 

easier to use. Ho~.o~ever the time constant for this thermometer was 

similar to that of the de thermometer due to the use of the same oil

CMN slurry. 

These t~.o~o thermometers ~.o~ere calibrated from 1 to 4 K against a 

germanium resistance thermometer 1 the CE2776 1 carrying the vapor 

pressure scale. The high temperature of this calibration did not 

allow the determination of b for the CMN which was expected to be on 

the order of 1 mK or less. b must be a sizable fraction of the 

temperature in order for it to be determined accurately in comparisons 

with another thermometer. The b for these thermometers was assumed to 

be 0 mK for the purposes of forming the preliminary GE2345 scale. 
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After calibration bet~een and 4 K, the t~o thermometers c..rere 

intercompared. In the region from 0.15 to 1.0 K the th•rmometers 

typically agreed to better than 0.01%. ibis established that no 

serious errors ~ere made due to either thermal gradients or any 

deviations from a Curie-Weiss la~ peculiar to one of the thermometers. 

It also establishes that the t:.'s of the tc..ro thermometers must be the 

same in this range to c..rithin 0.1 mK though not necessarily ~ere. 

Below 0.15 K ho~ever, the t~o thermometers began to deviate from one 

another ~i th the ac thermometer indicating a higher temperature, 

reading as much as 4.5 mK higher at 16 mK. ihe tc..ro CMN thermometers 

were compared against a Co60co nuclear orientation thermom•ter (NO 

thermometer, to be discussed later) in order to resolve where the 

problem occurred. At first, this was not enlightening because all 

three thermometers indicated different temperatures, ioc < iNO < TAC· 

Ho~ever monitoring the deviations over a period of ~eeks sho~ed that 

the ac thermometer was cooling relative to the other two thermometers 

~hile the de and NO thermometers maintained a constant temperature 

difference. During the first two weeks, the ac thermometer cooled 1 -

mK in temperature relative to both of the other. t~o thermometers, 

indicating that the ac thermometer suffered from a time dependent heat 

leak possibly from the epoxy used in its construction. The de ther

mometer ~ith an assumed zero t:. was used to establish the preliminary 

scale from 0.15 K do~n to 40 mK. ihe constant difference bet~een the 

de and NO thermometers ~as attributed to a non~ero t:. in the de 

thermometer ~hich ~ill be discussed next. 

C. The final GE2345 temperature scale 

Since the absolute value of !::. could not be determined by cali-
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bration from 1 to 4 K, the value had to be determined by a comparison 

1.1ith a primary thermometer at lo1.1 temperatures. Failure to make a low 

temperature determination of b. 1.1ould lead to serious unc:ertainti•s in 

the final temperature sc:ale. Several other laboratories have used 

scales 1.1i th this type of fla1.1, leading to considerable uncertainty in 

their results. The primary thermometer chosen 1.1as a ~60co NO 

thermometer. If the temperature of the NO thermometer could be 

determined to 1%, a comparison at 10 mK 1.1ould determine b. to 0.1 mK. 

The probability of emission of a y ray in a particular direction 

from an oriented nucleus is a function both of the orientation and of 

the initial state of the nucleus. At high enou&h temperatures, all 

levels are equally populated and the resultant distribution of y rays 

is isotropic: and temperature independent. At lo1.1 enou&h temperatures 

the nuclei are all in the lo1.1est level and the resultant distribution 

is anisotropic and again temperature independent. At intermediate 

temperatures, the population of the states changes as the temperature 

changes and so the intensity distribution becomes a function of 

temperature. The region of maximum sensitivity is dependent on the 

number and spacing of the ener&Y levels. 60Co decays by emission of a 

p particle to form 60Ni in a metastable state. The 60Ni relaxes 

rapidly (1o-14 sec) by the emission of t1.1o y's of ener&Y 1.17 and 1.33 

MeV. Since the relaxation of the daughter nucleus is so fast, the y 

ray distribution is governed by the initial spin state of the 60co. 

For 60co, spin = 5, the splittin& is 6.0668 mK bet1.1een each of the 11 

equally spaced levels and the re&ion of usable sensitivity is 

approximately 3 to 30 mK. Since the decay scheme is well understood, 

this can be used as a primary thermometer. 
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To measure a particular temperature, the intensity must be 

measured at high temperatures ~here the lavals are •qually populated, 

T > 0.2 K, and again at the temperature of interest. The ratio of the 

t~o determines the temperature. In practice, maintaining stability of 

the counting system for the long counting times required is difficult. 

Other factors ~hic:h could lead to incorrect assignment of temperature 

are closure domains, t~inning, or misalignment of the crystal. To 

ensure correct assignments of temperatures in these experiments, the y 

ray intensities ~ere measured in t~o directions simultaneously. Since 

most systematic: errors ~ould affect the t~o directions differently, 

agreement bet~een the temperatur•s calculated for both axes provides 

an internal check for the system. 

The de and NO thermometers ~ere compared at temperatures ranging 

from 16 to 50 mK. The constant difference bet~een the temperatures 

indicated by the de and NO thermometers ~as attributed to a nonzero ~ 

in the de thermometer. Careful checks ~ere made to rule out any 

nonequilibrium in the system or instability in the counting system for 

the NO thermometer and the comparison ~as repeated many times. The 

measured value for ~, 0. 97 ± 0. 1 mK, ~as incorporated in to the 

susceptibility versus temperature relation for the CMN thermometer and 

used to calibrate the GE2345 do~n to 40 mK. The GE2345 ~as not 

reproducible from experiment to experiment belo~ 70 mK however, due to 

variable amounts of rf heating. The 0.1 mK uncertainty quoted 

represents the statistical uncertainty of the NO thermometer. 

The scale embodied in this calibration, hereafter referred to as 

the GE2345 scale, has some uncertainties associated ~ith it 1 partic

ularly at the lower temperatures For the region from 0.15 to 1 K, 
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t~o CMN thermometers were employed in the extrapolation. Selo~ this, 

ho~ever, the scale was really dependent upon one thermometer with tJ. 

determined at 17 mK by the NO thermometer. The temperatura d•p•ndence 

of tJ. was checked above 17 mK against_the NO thermometer but the poor 

sensitivity of the NO thermometer gives considerable uncertainty to 

the results. In addition, the tJ. determined for the de thermomet~r was 

much higher than previously seen in CMN thermometers in other labor-

atories. Thus some independent confirmation of the scale was hi&hly 

desirable. 

0. Calorimeter Thermometer 

The GE2345 thermometer operates from 40 mK to 1 K, but for 3He 

heat capacities the greatest interest is in considerably lower tem

peratures. Thus in the heat capacity measurements, the GE2345 ~ould 

serve to calibrate a working thermometer which could be usad at the 

lowest temperature, 6 mK, reached in these experiments. In order to 

be useful for heat capacity measurements, the workin& thermometer had 

to have the qualities of high sensitivity, fast response, and good 

thermal contact to liquid 3He, the substance of interest. If a 

magnetic susceptibility thermometer were to be used, preferably it 

would obey a Curie-Weiss law do~n the lo~est accessable temperature. 

This would make it easy to calibrate, equivalent to the determination 

of the three constants in Equation 5, and ensures that it becomes more 

sensitive at lo~er temperatures. As was mentioned, powdered CMN in 

the form of a right circular cylinder with diameter equal to hei&ht is 

widely used as a low temperature thermometer. Adequate thermal 

contact to the CMN . is easily achieved by direct immersion o'f the CMN 

in the 3He and this was the type of thermometer chosen for the 
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calorimeter thermometer. The first step was to design a thermometer 

which could be used in the heat capacity measurements. The second 

step ~,o~as to characterize its behavior by verifying the applicability 

of Eq. 3 and determining the constants in Eq. 3. 

For a CMN thermometer, there are no ~dvantages to the de mode, 

and the ac mode is preferred because it eliminates problems associated 

~,o~ith :flux jumps. The direct immersion o:f the CMN in liquid 3He 

improves the response time of the thermometer due to the hi&her 

thermal conductivity of 3He compared to oil. This also ensures that 

the CMN thermometer indicates the temperature of the 3He liquid, ~,o~hich 

is the substance of interest, rather than that of some other part of 

the platform. The· modular form of the thermometer design allo~,o~s easy 

modification should this become necessary or desirable. 

The final design for the thermometer-calorimeter (Figure 3) 

consisted of two sections joined by an indium seal. The lo~,o~er section 

contains the CMN thermometer, niobium shield, and heater and will be 

referred to as the thermometer section. The lower section ~,o~ould hold 

approximately 5 ml of liquid 3He for thermal contact. The upper 

section provides a large volume for 3He and will be referred to as the 

calorimeter section. It is normally empty during the CMN calibration 

but can contain up to 25 ml of liquid and is filled to various levels 

when measuring heat capacities. 

The outer tube of the thermometer section is OFHC copper, 0.79 

in. o.d., 0.063 in. thick, with end flan&es made of brass for &reater 

strength and grooved for indium o-rings. Copper ~,o~ires ~,o~ere hard 

soldered to the outside of the tube and attached ~,o~ith soft solder to 

the platform to provide good thermal contact. The tube ~,o~as lined with 
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0.063 in. thick copper sinter, made following the general procedure of 

l<rusius et al. 25 and is meant to provide good thermal contact to the 

3He. Within this is a niobium shield for th12 th12rmomatar, 0.5 in. 

o. d. and extending the full length of the thermometer section 1 1 . 43 

in. A Pt-W heater with a resistance of 978 n ~as ~ound noninduc:tively 

on the outside of the shield. The positioning of the heater ~ithin 

the 3He substantially reduces the time constant of the cell during 

heat. capacity measurements by putting the heat more evenly into the 

3He of the thermometer section. However since the distribution of the 

heat capacity within the cell changes with different amounts of 3He, a 

more sophisticated setup would employ multiple heaters to distribute 

the heat evenly for different amounts of 3He. This will be discussed 

in greater detail in the section on heat capacities. Small holes were 

drilled at various places along the niobium shield to allow the heat 

to pass through the shield to the liquid within. Inside this shield 

is the epoxy coil form made from Epibond 100A 26 It extends the 

length of the thermometer section 1 is 0.28 in. in diamatar 1 and is 

grooved to hold the coils in place. The primary ~as ~ound from 3 mil 

NbTi single strand wire and consists of 300 turns in t~o layers. The 

secondary was wound from the same type of wire in the form of an 

astatic pair. Each halt consists of a single layer of 40 turns with 

the center to center spacing of the halves being 0.45 in. The leads 

~ere tightly twisted and pass down through epoxy seals in the bottom 

of the cell. Between the seals and the SQUID, the leads were inserted 

into small PbSn tubes along with stopcock grease. The &rease hardens 

at low temperatures and prevents vibrations which mi&ht add to the 

thermometer noise. The coil form was bored out from the top to admit 
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the CMN powder which was centered in the upper half of the secondary. 

Small holes were bored through the side of the coil torm to allow heat 

to pass into the CMN. The CMN was powdered and passed throu&h a 37 1.1 

sieve. It was lightly pressed into the coil form into the shape of a 

right circular cylinder with diameter equal to height equal to 0.18 

in. This corresponds to approximately 75 mg of CMN. The coil form is 

attached to the bottom flange of the cell with a nylon screw while the 

shield and heater are placed in a groove in the upper flange of the 

cell. This arrangement allows the thermometer to be disassembled to 

provide easy access to the coils and CMN. 

The calorimeter section is essentially a copper cylinder 0.88 in. 

tall and 2. 25 in. in diameter. There is a 0. 063 in. thick copper 

sinter in the bottom of this section for thermal contact to the 3He, 

similar to the sinter in the thermometer section. A fill tube for the 

3He enters the top of the calorimeter section and extends up to room 

temperature. The diameter of this tube, 0.04 in. o.d. at the top of 

the cell, increases at higher levels in the dewar, where the 

temperature is greater, to compensate for the increased viscosity of 

the gas. The tube is arranged to have no local minima so that all the 

liquid must run into the cell. Capillary action which might prevent 

the liquid from entering the calorimeter is not expected to be a 

problem for this size of tube. 

E. Nuclear susceptibility thermometers 

The 11. for a susceptibility thermometer based on nuclear moments 

is expected to be much smaller than that of a thermometer based on 

electronic moments. The system of nuclear spins behaves more ideally 

because nuclear moments and their interactions are much smaller. ~uch 
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a thermometer ~ould have lower sensitivity than a CMN thermometer for 

an equivalent amount of material, but would have enough sensitivity to 

measure ~ of the CMN working thi!rmomater as wi!ll a• any deviation• 

from Curie-Weiss la...J behavior. Calibration of the CMN thermometer by 

a nuclear susceptibility thermometer would extend its working range to 

well below 3 mK. Nuclear susceptibility thermometers are based on 

metals in order to ensure adequate thermal contact to the nuclei by 

means of the conduction electrons. For such metallic thermometers, 

the de mode is preferred to eliminate inaccuracies due to eddy current 

heating or skin depth changes wi.th temperature. 

A de thermometer based on the nuclear susceptibility of thallium 

was tried but thermal contact to the thallium which was encased in 

epoxy was inadequate. A preliminary comparison with the NO thermom

eter showed that at low temperatures, the thallium tharmomi!ter 

indicated a temperature approximately 10 mK hi&her than that of the NO 

thermometer. In addition, the temperature indicated by the thallium 

thermometer was observed to change slightly with changes in the still 

temperature. These observations indicated the existence of a heat 

leak down the leads from the still and possibly heat &enerated by the 

epoxy. Recall that the ac thermometer used in the GE2345 calibration 

also had an epoxy coil form and indicated too high of a temperature. 

Good thermal contact was achieved with a thermometer based on the 

nuclear susceptibility of copper. This was constructed from a 

cylindrical rod of six 9's copper hollowed out on one end. An astatic 

coil pair was wound on the outside of the rod with one of the halves 

placed over the interior hole. Like the thallium thermometer, this 

thermometer was used in the de mode. While this thermometer had good 
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thermal contact due to its all-metal construction, the susceptibility 

did not follow a Curie law. The slope, corresponding to C in Equation 

3, varied by as much as a factor of three between 10 mK and 1 K. The 

observed deviations from Curie law temperature dependence could be 

accounted for by a 1 ppm, spin 312, electronic impurity. While this 

was the expected level of impurities in the six 9's copper, the 

original intention was to eliminate the contribution of the electronic 

impurities by working in a large enough field to saturate the moments. 

Unfortunately, higher fields increased the frequency of flux jumps due 

to vibrations. Rather than continuin& with this line of research, it 

was decided to concentrate on measuring heat capacities above 5 mK 

where the CMN thermometer was expected to follow a Curie-Weiss law 

behavior. 

F. Thermometer Com par is ens 

The CMN used by Fogle in his thermometry work was part of a batch 

grown by R. E. Fisher and used for magnetothermodynamic measure

ments27. It was grown in the form of a large, clear crystal which was 

extensively analyzed for impurities. The density was measured and 

checked against the calculated density from x-ray studies. These 

measurements agreed to within experimental error. The amount of CMN 

remaining, while enough for many experiments, was not enough to insure 

a supply for an indefinite period of time. Thus another source of CMN 

was used for the first thermometry experiments described here. The 

CMN chos;en was from a wet mass of twice-recrystallized CMN of 

comparable purity to the CMN used by Fogle. In retrospect, this 

turned out to be a poor choice for thermometry but a &cod choice for 

learning about CMN. Herea!ter, this batch will be referred to as 
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"c...ret" CMN c...rhile material from the single crystal will be referred to 

simply as CMN. 

Some "wet" CMN c...ras ground up, passed through an NES 400 sieva, 

and placed in the calorimeter thermometer. The CMN particles thus 

were less than or equal to 37 ~m in size and were tamped in c...rith only 

a small amount of pressure to avoid distorting them further. At the 

beginning of an experiment, the calorimeter thermometer was not pumped 

on until 1 hour before putting in the liquid nitrogen. This was to 

prevent dehydration c...rhich had been reported to cause deviations from 

normal behavior. 

The CMN thermometer was then calibrated and compared c...rith the 

other thermometers. A Curie lac...r calibration against the GE2345 

preliminary scale shoc...red deviations which increased as the temperature 

c...ras loc...rered. Recall that tc...ro previous thermometers had been compared 

with one another betc...reen 0.2 and K at various times in the 

calibration of the GE2345. The quality of the agreement shoc...red that 

the 6's for the tc...ro thermometers must have been the same to c...ri thin 0.1 

mK c...rhile not necessarily equal to zero as was assumed for the 

preliminary scale. Given this experience with CMN thermometers, it 

c...ras ·assumed that the nec...r thermometer would have the same 6 as the 

others so a Curie lac...r c...ras used for calibration against the preliminary 

GE2345 scale. The large size ( 0.5% at 0.1 K ) of the deviations 

shoc...red that this thermometer did not behave the same as the others. A 

fit of the susceptibility versus T2345 using 6 as an adjustable 

parameter indicated that the new 6 was lower than the old 6 by 1 mK. 

Since previous reports had indicated differences of only a fec...r tenths 

of a mill.' kelvin between different poc...rdered CMN thermometers28 1 this 
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was very disturbing. 

Even though the deviations were •liminated by postulatin& a 

different b for this thermometer 1 an alternative possibility was that 

there existed some equilibrium problems in the calorimeter thermome

ter 1 especially since it indicated a higher temperature than the 

GE2345 1 if the b's were assumed identical. Both the thallium 

thermometer and the ac CMN thermometer had shown behavior indicatin& a 

possible heat leak from the epoxy. Another possibility was that the 

GE2345 had shifted in resistance so that it no longer represented the 

original CMN scale. The second of these concerns was eliminated by 

directly comparing the de and GE2345 thermometers between 0.1 K and 1 

K. This comparison showed no calibration shift in the GE2345. The de 

and calorimeter thermometers were intercompared between 0.15 K and 1K. 

They were not compared at lower temperatures because flux jumps in the 

de: thermometer made this comparison impossible 1 given the long time 

taken to make the comparisons below 0.15 K. The two th•rmometers did 

not agree with one another and their differences corresponded to the 

same 1 mK difference in b. Furthermore 1 a comparison between the 

calorimeter thermometer and the NO thermometer at different 

temperatures between 8.7 and 22 mK gave good agreement between the 

on-axis temperature and the CMN temperature assuming 6=0. These 

compari~ons are shown in Table III. Comparison was made with only the 

on-axis temperature due to its higher sensitivity compared to that of 

the off-axis. Since the de: thermometer 1 if b were assumed to be zero 1 

had consistantly indicated a temperature 1 mK lower than that of the 

on-axis NO thermometer 1 this showed that the difference in b persisted 

to at least 16 mK and was not due to equilibrium problems. 
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TABLE III. Comparison of the temperature indicated by the calorimeter 
thermometer containing '\ . .ret" CMU ~.lith the on-axis temperature of the 
N.O.T. All values are in millikelvin. 

-----------------------------------------------------------
T CMN T N.O. T. Difference 

8.70 8.82 ± .02 ... o. 12 ± .02 

11 .00 1 1 . 08 ± .04 +0.08 ± .04 

11 .40 1 1 . 4 1 ± .06 +0.01 ± .06 

0 

12.70 12.64 ± .OS -0.06 ± .05 

13.00 12.96 ± .06 -0.04 ± .06 

13.70 13.63 ± .06 -0.07 :t .06 

14.60 14.47 :t .06 -0. 13 ± .06 

22.00 22. 16 ± .09 +0. 16 :t .09 

Weighted Average ... 0.06 ± .04 
-----------------------------------------------------------
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The difference in ll between these CMN thermometers was puulin&· 

Three previous thermometers had shown the same ll within 0.1 mK. They 

differed in siz.e, coil geometry, whether they were de or ac, •tc. Th• 

only apparent thing that they had in common was that they all used 

silicone oil for thermal contact as opposed to 3He for the calorimeter 

thermometer. The initial conclusion was that the oil was responsible 

for increasing the size ot the fl. There was some evidence for this in 

the literature= Greyt.Jall had recently reported ll a 0. 7 mK for a 

stopcock grease-CMN thermometer12 while Wheatley had reported ll a 0 mK 

for a 3He-CMN thermometer29. On the other hand, the "wet" CMN might 

have had a different ll from the normal CMN used by Fogle. To test 

this, the "wet" CMN in the calorimeter thermometer was replaced by the 

same CMN used by Fogle. A subsequent comparison between the GE2345 

and the calorimeter thermometer showed that ll for this thermometer was 

now the same as the previous three CMN thermometers. 

Later the de thermometer and calorimeter thermometer were 

directly compared at 13 mK. The comparison was carried out by holding 

the temperature steady at 13 mK for at least 48 hr. The temperature 

ot the calorimeter thermometer and the flux readin& of the de: 

thermometer were noted and the plattorm was rapidly warmed to 0.1 K 

where the de: thermometer was compared with the GE2345. This procedure 

minimized the possibility of flux jumps and was used by Fogle in the ll 

determination. This comparison showed that the b.'s for the two 

thermometers were the same to within 0.02 mK. This verifies that 

there were no deviations from a Curie-Weiss law peculiar to the de: 

thermometer and reconfirms the GE2345 scale. 

A remaining uncertainty in the comparisons between the "wet" CMN 
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thermometer and NO thermometer was also resolved. At the time of the 

"wet" CMN measurements, the on-axis and off-axis intensities of the NO 

thermometer measured gave different temperatures. This led to a fear 

that the "wet" CMN thermometer versus NO thermometer comparisons were 

not correct. Fortunately, the discrepancy iri the NO thermometer was 

resolved. By measuring both axes simultaneously with one multichannel 

analyzer, the setup had inadvertently incorporated an angular 

correlation measurement between the two gamma rays emitted by each 

decaying nucleus. Once the correction was made, the on-axis and off

axis temperatures were in agreement within experimental error, 0.2%. 

This correction is covered in detail in Fogle's thesis14. The effect 

of the coincidence error was to shift the off-axis temperature 

downward by 3% at 17 mK while leaving the on-axis temperature 

relatively unaffected. Thus the earlier comparisons between the "wet" 

CMN thermometer and the on-axis temperatures of the NO thermometer 

were still valid. 

These comparisons indicate that the b. for powdered "wet" CMN with 

excess waters of hydration is approximately zero while the b. of 

powdered stoichiometrically correct CMN is +0. 97 mK. The b. obtained 

from a single crystal of the stoichiometrically correct CMN measured 

by Fisher et al. 27 is -0.75 mK. Some similar results for the effect 

of excess water of hydration have been reported. Zimmerman et al. 

have studied a single crystal of CMN with imperfections30. This 

particular crystal was milky in appearance (water inclusions could 

cause a milky appearance) and had a density that was 6% less than that 

of pure CMN. They found that for the imperfect CMN, the difference 

between T and T* was smaller (!J. • T - T*) than that for pure CMN, thus 
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making the imperfect CMN more useful for a thermometer. The actual 

value of ~ was not measured. Rusby and Swenson compared two single 

crystal samples of CMN31. One of these samples was slightly opaque 1 

suggesting excess water of hydration. They found that the 

temperatures indicated by the two crystals deviated from one another 

below 1 K, with the milky crystal indicating a lower temperature. 

This is the same direction as the effect seen by Zimmerman et al. 

These results seem to indicate that imperfections in CMN caused by 

excess waters of hydration produce a smaller ma&nitude for ~ and thus 

the CMI.J more closely follows a Curie law behavior. 

G. Comparison with an NBS fixed coint device 

A further check on our temperature scale came from a comparison 

with a NBS fixed point device17, SRM 768 serial number 44. The 

National Bureau of Standards has developed a cryo&enic temperature 

scale 1 CTS-1 1 based on noise thermometry and 60co nuclear orientation 

thermometry16. This scale was based on both of these primary 

thermometers from 10 to 50 mK and solely on the noise thermometer from 

50 to 500 mK. The stated accuracy of the scale is 0.5% for 10-50 mK 

and 0.2% for 50-500 mK. The scale is carried on SRM 768 fixed point 

de·,.rices containing five superconductors whose transitions have been 

measured on CTS-1. These superconductors were chosen for reproduc

ibility and for strategic location on CTS-1. The materials and their 

nominal transitions are as follows: Auin2 (208 mK), AuAl2 (161 mK) 1 

Ir (99 mK) 1 Be (24 mK) 1 and W (15 mK). Since there is some sample to 

sample variation, tor a particular tixed point device each transition 

is measured on CTS-1 before the fixed point device is sent out. 

Installation of the fixed point dev;ce is relatively easy. It 
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has a copper screw on one end which is attached to the experimental 

platform and there are four leads for the coils which must be 

attached. The most difficult part of the installation is providing 

adequate magnetic shielding. Magnetic fields can cause a shift in the 

apparent transition temperature of the samples, especially for the 

lower two transitions. NES recommends the reduction of field to at 

least ~T. This field does cause some shifts in the transition 

temperatures, so our magnetic shielding was desi&ned to reduce the 

field to less than 0. 1 ~T. Shielding is provided by two annealed mu 

metal shields, 5 and 8 em in diameter, 0.16 em thick, and 25 em in 

length, immersed in the liquid helium bath. They were degaussed in 

situ after cooling to 4 K. Assuming ~ factor of ten drop in ~ from 

the room temperature value of 105 (probably an overestimate32), these 

should provide a shielding factor of 40,000 in the transverse 

direction and a factor of 3800 in the longitudinal direction. The 

ambient field being on the order of 0.5 gauss, this implies a field of 

no more than 0.001 ~T in the transverse direction and 0.013 ~T in the 

longitudinal direction. Thus the shielding is far better than that 

called for by NES. 

Detection of the transitions was accomplished with a P .A.R. lock

in detector33 and a laboratory-bull t ac mutual inductance bridge. 

Results of the measurements will be discussed in two parts. The upper 

three transitions were measured against the GE2345, while the lower 

two were measured against the calorimeter thermometer. The upper 

three transitions, Auin2, AuAl2, and Ir, behaved as expected, using 

the recommended measuring current of 10 ~A rms at 400 Hz., the 

transitions were sharp and reproducible. The transition temperatures 
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measured on cooling through aach transition agreed with those obtained 

on warming and the transition widths corresponded very closely to 

those mea~ured at NBS. These results are summari~ad in Tabla IV. Tha 

values of the transitions given by NBS were lowered by 0.25% to 

correspond to the known differences between T76 and the helium vapor 

pressure scales before inclusion in the table. On the basis of the 

excellent agreement between our measured values and those measured by 

NBS· for these three transitions, we conclude that our scale is 

identical to the NBS scale in this temperature range, 100 mK to 200 

mK 1 other than the known 0.25% difference. These comparisons can be 

used as an independent check on the b incorporated in the GE2345 

scale. Various values of !::. can be incorporated into the vapor 

pressure extrapolation of the GE2345 scale and the resultant values 

for the fixed point transitions compared against· those measured at 

NBS. The best fit b is that which minimizes the least squares error. 

This type of fit yields 1. 02 ± 0. 05 mK for the best value of !::.. This 

determination is in excellent a&reement with !::. ., 0. 97 ± 0.1 mK 

determined by the NO thermometer. 

The results for· the lower two transitions were not as satisfac

tory however. A large number of measurements were made of the 

transition temperatures with the results summarized in Table V. The 

original. values assigned by NBS for the two transitions were center • 

15.11 mK, width "" 0.7 mK for W and center • 22.90 mK, width • 0.2 mK 

for Ee, corrected to the vapor pressure scale. The recommended 

measuring currents were 10 ~A rms for Ee and 50 ~A rms for W, with the 

larger current for W because its transition had a smaller amplitude. 

In the first cooldown, Run 1, the recommended values for the 
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TAELE IV. Measurement of the upper three fixed point transitions for 
different experiments. Transitions ....,.ere measured against the GE2345. 
Temperatures reported by NBS have been lo....,.ered by 0.25% to correct them 
to the helium vapor pressure scales. All temperatures are in milli
kelvin. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Substance Run Run 2 Run 3 Average NBS 

Auin2 204.81 204.84 204.80 204.84 ±.05 205.06 
204.81 204.93 

AuAl2 162.23 162.25 162.22 162.21 ±.04 162. 16 
162.23 162. 16 161 . 14 

Ir 99.06 99. 13 99.06 99.08 ±.04 98.63 

-----------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE V. Measurements of the lower two fixed point transitions for 
different experiments. Transitions were measured against the calorim
eter thermometer which had been calibrated against the GE2345. Temper
atures reported by NES have been lowered by 0.25% to correct them to the 
helium vapor pressure scales. All temperatures are in millikelvin. Ac 
currents listed are rms values. See text for NES values. 
-----------------------------------------------------------

Run 1 

Run 2 

Run 3 

Run 4 

Conditions 
Tc, Width 

Conditions 
Tc, Width 

Conditions 
Tc, Width 

Conditions 
Tc, Width 

Conditions 
Tc, Width 

Conditions 
Tc, Width 

Conditions 
Tc, Width 

Conditions 
Tc, Width 

Beryllium 

10 IJA, warming 
23.53' 1 . 8 

5 1JA 1 warming 
22.43, 0.02 

5 IJA, cooling 
21.37, 0.4 

2.5 IJA, warming 
22.441.0:02 

2.5 IJA, cooling 
21 . 44 1 0. 4 

2.5 IJA, warming 
23.2, 2-3 

Tungsten 

50 IJA, warming 
16.12, 0.01 

50 IJA, cooling 
16.01, 0.02 

50 1JA 1 warming 
16.16, 0.01 

50 IJA, cooling 
16.01, 0.01 

10 IJA, warming 
16.20, 0.01 

2.5 IJA, warming 
16.13,---

2.5 IJA, cooling 
16.20, ---

10 !JA, warming 
16.4, 0.1 

Returned to NES for rec:alibration -----------
Beryllium sample changed ---------------------

Conditions 
Tc, Width 

Conditions 
Tc, Width 

10 1-1A, warming 
23.5, 0.5 

5 IJA, warming 
25. 2' 1 . 0 

10 IJA, warming 
16.35, 0.03 



measuring current were used. Under these conditions the Be transition 

was not observed at all upon cooling to 16 mK. If the measuring 

current was interrupted while the fixed point device was at 16 mK, the 

Be transition would take place. If the fixed point device was then 

warmed, the very broad transition reported in Table V was observed, at 

a significantly different temperature, 23.5 mK, than that assigned by 

NBS. During Run 2, the effect of varying the measuring current on the 

Be 'transition temperature was investigated. For 2.5 and 5 ~A, the 

warming transition temperatures agreed with one another but disagreed 

with the temperatures obtained on cooling. It was suspected that a 

deterioration in the thermal contact to the Be sample was responsible 

for the disagreement between the values measured here and those 

assigned by NBS. The Be values were thus assumed to be unreliable. 

For W, no change in the transition temperature was •ver observed 

with changes in the measuring current, and the values obtained on 

cooling agreed with those obtained on warming. However, the 

transition temperature and width observed were far different than 

those assigned by NBS. The transition consisted of long ill-defined 

tails with a very sharp center so the di-fference in width may merely 

correspond to a difference in the way the width is defined and 

measured. The difference in transition temperature is much more 

d iff icu1 t to explain. Later NBS found that an error had been made in 

assigning the transition temperature for our W sample, and reported a 

new value of 15.65 :!: 0.1 mK. While this substantially reduced the 

discrepancy between the measured and assigned values, the two values 

still differed by 0.5 mK. 

Between Runs 2 and 3, the time constant of the calorimeter 
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thermometer changed dramatically. At 16 mK, for Run 2 the time 

constant was roughly 3 minutes, while for Run 3 the time constant had 

increased to 2 hours. This; time constant applied when the calorimeter 

thermometer was heated from the outside. If the interior heater was 

used as would be the case for heat capacity measurements, the time 

constant was unchanged. The probable cause for this increase in time 

constant was a partial separation of the copper sinter from the walls 

of the cell. This partial separation was verified much later after 

disassembly of the calorimeter. While this made measurements of the 

transition temperatures difficult, they could still be measured at a 

number of different warming rates and the transition temperature 

obtained by extrapolating the warming rate to zero. The W transition 

temperature measured this ~Jay agreed with previous measurements in 

Runs 1 and 2. 

After Run 3, the fixed point device ~Jas returned to NES for 

replacement of the Ee sample and recalibration. At NES the new Be 

sample was measured to have a transition temperature of 22.30 mK. At 

the same time, the transition temperature of the W sample was checked 

at NBS and found to be 15.60 mK. After the return of the fixed point 

device, the transition temperatures of Be and W were remeasured in Run 

4. The W value obtained here, 16.35 mK, was similar to that measured 

in Runs 1-3. The Be value obtained, 23.5 mK, was different from the 

new value assigned by NBS. The Be transition was measured ~Jith a 

different current, 5 ~A instead of 10 ~A, and resulted in still 

another value, 25.2 mK, for the transition temperature. 

Recently NBS has found that some Be samples are very sensitive to 

the ambient magnetic field34. For very low fields, the temperature of 
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the onset of the transition remains the same while the width becomes 

very large, up to 2 mK in width. This shifts the apparent midpoint of 

the transition. Moderate fields of 0.3 to 0.5 ~T suppress this 

broadening and result in the values reported by NBS. Since our 

ambient magnetic field at the fixed point device is expected to be 

less than 0.01 ~T IJhile the field at NBS· IJas on the order of 0.3 ~T, 

it is not surprising that the values measured disagree. Since NBS 

shipped the fixed device before they discovered this e'ffect, the Be 

sample measured here may or may not be sensitive to ambient field. 

Once again, the Be transition temperatures are unreliable. 

The difference bet~oo~een the values of the W transition measured 

here and that assigned by NBS is still unresolved. The ll for the 

calorimeter thermometer implied by the upper three transitions, 1. 05 

mK, is consistent IJith the value determined with the NO thermometer, 

0.97 mK, but is inconsistent with that implied by the W transition, 

0.5 mK, if all NBS values are assumed to be correct. Both this 

laboratory and NES have measured the W temperature using ~60co 

nuclear orientation thermometry yet have observed different values. 

Some other laboratories have reported W transition temperatures higher 

than that assigned by NEs35. For no~oo~ the GE2345 scale will be assumed 

to be correct, 1Jhile the effect on the heat capacities of a possible 

change in the 'GE2345 scale to match the NBS W value will be discussed 

in the conclusions. 



It..'. SPECIFIC HEAT MEASUREMENTS 

A. 3He suppl·..r 

The 3He used in these measurements was purified in a two step 

process. The equivalent of 30 ml of liquid 3He was taken from the 

output of a dilution refrigerator operated in single shot mode. This 

particular refrigerator has a heater mounted within the still to boil 

away any 4He superfluid film. The output gas 1o1as over 99% 3He. In 

the . second purification stage, this partially purified 3He was 

condensed into a fractionating column :attached to the bottom of a 

dilution refrigerator. The column consisted of about 50 layers of 

copper screen to serve as fractionating plates. The top of the column 

was attached to the dilution refrigerator and cooled to 0. 7 K. By 

heating the bottom of the column a steady state reflux was set up. 

After this had proceeded for a time, 3He was pumped away from the top 

of the column. Only about 25 ml were removed, leaving behind the last 

5 ml of 3He and the 4He impurity. An Analysis of the final 3He did 

not she·~· any 4He impurity. The detection limit was estimated to be 10 

ppm. This 3He is kept in a gas handling system built especially for 

this purpose. Since these tanks were never used for 4He 1 the purity 

of the 3He should remain high. 

before reaching the calorimeter. 

Any other impurities are frozen out 

One of the tanks in this gas handling system had been filled with 

water and weighed to determine its volume. This tank, referred to as 

the standard volume 1 contains all of the 3He at the start of an 

experiment. It is insulated with plywood so that it is at a constant 

temperature. The pressure in the standard volume is measured using a 

quartz spiral BoLtrdon pressure gauge36. After the pressure was 
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measured, the valve from the standard volume to the cryostat was 

opened and the 3He condensed into the calorimeter. Since the fillin& 

tube is arranged to have no local minima, all of the liquid runs into 

the cell. The vapor pressure of 3He is not significant for the 

temperature range of the heat capacity measurements, thus there is no 

3He in the filling tube. After the desired amount ~o~as condensed, the 

valve was. closed and the pressure measured again. From the tempera-

ture., the volume of the tank, and the change in pressure, the number 

of moles of 3He added can be calculated. The recognized uncertainties 

of this determination are less than 0.1%. By measuring the amount of 

3He in this ~o~ay 1 the low temperature volume of the calorimeter does 

not need to be determined. Ho~o~ever this method ~o~ill only ~o~ork if the 

cell is not overfilled. This limits the technique to z.ero press;ure 

measurements of the specific heat. 

E. Calorimeter desi~n 

One of the most difficult problems to be solved in the design of 

a 3He calorimeter is that of attaining thermal equilibrium ~o~ithin the 

3He. At 30 mK 1 for example, the specific heat of 3He is roughly 1 o4 

times larger than that of copper ~o~hile the thermal conductivity is 

approximately 250 times smaller. The viscosity of 3He increases as 

the temperature decreases preventing equilibrium by convection. These 

factors make thermal equilibrium difficu1 t to attain. For a semi-

infinite cylinder of constant cross section, the characteristic time 

constant, 1, for a heat pulse applied to one end is given by: 

I • 4 c L2 
'"2 K 

( 7) 

~,o~here C is the volume specific heat of the material, K is the thermal 
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conductivity, and L is the cHstance from the end of the cylinder. For 

3He below 50 mK, the specific: heat is proportional to T while the 

thermal conductivity is proportional to T-1. For 3He, usin& ap

proximate values for the heat capacity and thermal conductivity, this 

formula reduces to: 

'I • (0.072) L2 T2 (8) 

with T in mY., L in em, and the resultant time, 'I, in seconds. The 

obvious goal in the design of the calorimeter is to minimize the 

length ·of the paths for heat flow. However, possible surface 

contributions to the heat capacity from the sinter make it desirable 

to minimize the amount of sinter present in the cell. The present 

cell is a compromise between these goals. Path lengths in the present 

calorimeter and expected time· constants will be discussed next. 

In the following discussion 1 it will be assumed that any 3He 

within a sinter is in thermal equilibrium with the sinter, that the 

sinter is in good contact to the body of the calorimeter, and that the 

body is at a uniform temperature. For temperatures above 10 mK, the 

boundary resistance between the 3He and the sinter can be ignored, 

based on an estimate from previous measurements2S of the boundary 

resistance in this type of sinter. Another assumption made is that 

the platform heat capacity is negligible compared to the 3He heat 

capac:i ty. For a heat pulse applied to the outside of the calorimeter 1 

the heat flows from the sinter to the 3He. For the present calc-

rimeter which was described in an earlier section, in the case of the 

initial 5 ml fillinst, most of the 3He is within one em of the sinter 

wall. The longest heat path from the sinter to any part of the 3He is 

the path from the sinter through the holes in the niobium shield to 
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the 3He ...,ithin the central CMN and is 1.8 em in length. Since this 

limiting path is not of constant cross section, it is not correct to 

use Eq. 8 for the time constant and the actual time constant i» 

·expected to be larger. Eq. 8 ...,ould give a time constant of 56· sec at 

16 mK for a cylinder of this length. Measurements of the actual time 

constant using heat pulses applied to the outside of the cell gave 

values of 3 min at 16 mK and 5.3 min at 22 mK. The temperature 

dependence of the measured time constant corresponds closely to that 

expected but the value of the time constant is about three times 

larger than that calculated from Eq. 8. Given the small size, 1 mm 

diameter, of the holes in the coil form and niobium shield, this 

increase is not unreasonable. The time constant discussed so far is 

that ...,hich ...,ould apply ~,o,~hen heat is applied to the outside of the cell 

in order to change the temperature. During heat capacity measurements 

ho~,o,~e·.;er, the heat is applied ...,ithin the 3He using the heater ...,rapped 

aro:.ond the niobium shield. This should decrease the time constant of 

the cell by reducing the path length for heat flo...,. The shortest heat 

path from the CMN to the shield ...,ould be 1.5 em but most of the 3He 

~,o,~ould be ...,ithin 0.3 em of the shield. Since the time constant is 

proportional to the square of the path length, it is expected to be 

smaller for this case. The actual time constant for this type of heat 

input ...,a:= not measured precisely but seemed to be about one halt that 

obtained ...,hen heat ~,o,~as applied to the outside of the cell. 
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For the case of a 10 ml filling, the lo...,er thermometer section of . 

the calorimeter is completely filled and the upper calorimeter section 

is filled to a depth of 0.2 em which completely covers the sinter in 

the upper section. Since this depth is much smaller than the limiting 



path in the lo...,er section, the time constant for heat applied to the 

outside of the calorimeter should not be changed. The same is true 

for a 15 ml filling. For the heat capacity measurements hoiJever, the 

heat IJOuld floiJ from the heater to the sinter, through the copper 

body 1 and out the sinter' to the 3He in the upper part of the cell. 

For a 10 ml filling, this path IJould be equivalent to 0.3 em of 3He 1 

assuming the other resistances are small compared to that of the 3He. 

For . a 15 ml filling, the equivalent path for heat to the 3He in the 

top layer IJOuld be O.S em IJhich is longer than the path to most of the 

3He in the loiJer section of the cell. Thus the time constant for heat 

capacities is expected to be the same for volumes up to 10 ml. For 

volumes beyond 10 ml ho...,ever, the time constant should begin increas

ing rapidly as the quantity of 3He increases. 

A possible error in the heat capacity measurements is a surface 

contribution to the heat capacity by either CMN or the copper sinter. 

The present design of the cell allo\Js any souc:h contributions to be 

included in the background measurement. When the cell is filled IJith 

10 ml of 3He 1 all of the sinter is covered. By subtracting this 

background heat capacity from that obtained from a 15 ml filling, the 

specific heat of the 5 ml difference can be obtained IJithout any con

tribution from the sinter or CMN. 

C. Procedure for heat capacity measurements 

After the thermometer calibration 1 a typical sequence for heat 

capac:i ty measurements IJas begun by cooling the platform to 6 mK and 

opening the heat SIJi tc:h. After allo...,ing time, typically 45 minutes 1 

to establish thermal equilibrium 1 the heat capacity IJas measured using 

a heat pulse technique. In this technique 1 the linear temperature 
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drift with time was monitored on a recording potentiometer for 

typically 30 minutes to serve as an in-drift. A measured pulse ot 

energy was applied to the heater and the calorimeter· was allowed to 

return to equilibrium. During this time the temperature of the cell 

was continuously monitored. After some time, 45 minutes for example, 

the temperature drift again appeared linear and was recorded for 

another 30 minutes to serve as an out-drift. The in-drift and out

drift were extrapolated in time to the center of the heat pulse to 

determine the temperature rise. The out-drift from one point usually 

was used for the in-drift of the next point. 

The temperature rise produced by a heat pulse was usually chosen 

to be 10% ot the initial temperature though ~.o~idths ranging from 5 to 

20 percent were also tried. (A few points were taken with much larger 

temperature widths and will be discussed later.) There ~.o~as no 

apparent dependence on step size in the heat capacity results other 

than the expected larger scatter with the smaller width points. After 

the heat capacity ot a fixed amount of 3He had been well characterized 

as a function of temperature, an additional amount 3He could be added 

if the heat capacity of a new volume was desired. 

D. Eneriv measurements 

Heat IJas applied to the 3He using a four terminal PtW heater. 

The connections within the cell to the heater were made of supercon

ducting wire to avoid dissipating heat anywhere but in the PtW. The 

incoming connections were thermally lagged to prevent any loss ot heat 

during a heat pulse due to superheating of the heater. Both the 

current through and the voltage across the heater could be measured to 

determine the resistance of the heater. This resistance was approx-



ima tel y 978 0 and could be determined to better than 0. 1 0. No 

measurable changes in resistance occurred with changes in heating 

current and the resistance of the PtW wire has no appreciable 

· temperati.ire dependence in this temperature range. Heater currents 

ranged from 30 to 600 ~A and could be measured to better than 0.01%. 

Heat pulses 1o1ere produced using precision relays and an electronic 

timer/s1o1itch. Times ranged from 20 to several hundred seconds 1o1ith a 

time. error of less than one millisecond. Thus the energy supplied 

during a heat pulse could be measured to better than 0.01%. 

E. Thermal characteristics of the calorimeter 

During- a heat capacity measurement, a heat pulse was applied and 

the cell was allo1o1ed to come to equilibrium. Some measured times for 

the onset of linearity in temperature drift ("equilibrium time'") are 

sho1o1n in Figure 4. Since the time needed to establish linearity is 

subjective and depends upon thermometer gain as well as other factors, 

these resi.ilts shoi.ild be usoed only as an indication of trends;. The 

solid curve sho1o1n on Fig. 4 represents the T2 temperature dependence 

expected for a fixed volume of 3He, if the equilibrium time was due 

only to the 3He. The magnitude of the solid curve was arbitrarily 

chosen and does not represent a calculated quantity. It is roughly 

4-5 times greater than the equilibrium time which would be calculated 

from Eq. e. This curve is not expected to hold at high temperatures 

because it ignores convection. 

Bet1o1een 6 and 20 mK, the equilibrium time is nearly independent 

of both temperature and amount of 3He, contrary to earlier calcula-

tions from Eq. 8. This suggests that assumptions in the calculations 

for equilibrium time either are inaccurate or that there are other 
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factors ~hich have not been taken into account. One factor not 

included in the model is that ot the platform heat capacity. Since 

the heat capacity of copper is roughly 104 times smallar than that of 

3He, this had not been expected to be important. Ho~ever, the 

platform heat capacity, ~hich ~ill be discussed in the next section, 

is important belo~ 30 mK and, in fact, larger than that of 5 ml of 3He 

at temperatures belo1,..1 9 mK. Recall that the sinter in the lo1,..1er 

section of the cell had probably partially separated !rom the cell 

body. Since all the heat required to change the temperature of the 

platform must pass through the sinter, if the plattorm has a signif

icant heat capacity poor thermal contact to the body causes the 

equilibrium time to increase. In measurements bet~een 6.5 and 15 mK, 

doubling the time for the out-drift did not produce a sys;tematic 

change in the heat capacity measured but did decrease the scatter of 

the results. While it is possible that a portion of the platform heat 

capacity did not reach equilibrium during these measurements, the 

measurements indicate that any error made in the assignment of the 

platform heat capacity is not sensitive to differences in the length 

of the out-drift. Since only the difference bet"'een t~o different 

fillings is used in the specific heat determination, no error ~ould be 

made in the assigned specific heat of 3He. 

Bet~een 25 and 50 mK, the equilibrium time of the cell becomes 

very large. This is probably due to a combination of equilibrium 

times for the 3He and for the platform. For temperatures belo~ 25 mK, 

the equilibration of the 3He is probably much faster than that of the 

slo~ portion of the platform heat capacity (to be discussed in the 

next section) and the observed equilibrium time is not affected by the 
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sloi.J portion. In the temperature region from 25 to 50 mK, however, 

the rates of equilibration are nearer to one another and the observed 

equilibrium time would be longer due to a combination of both· the 3He 

and the sloi.J portion of the platform heat capacity. 

In the region above 50 mK, convection plays an increasingly 

important role in achieving equilibrium within the celL The 

equilibrium time decreases as the temperature increases for a fixed 

volume and increases as the amount of 3He increases for a fixed 

temperature. Both of these dependences are as expected. The platform 

is negligible in this; temperature region compared to heat capacity 

that of the 3He. 

F. Bac:ki;round heat capacity 

The 3He heat capacity measurements were carried out in three 

se1=arate experiments. The first experiment reached a low temperature 

of 12 mK I.Jith a tin heat switch. Heat capacity measurements were 

carried out with 5 ml of 3He from 13 to 25 mK and with 15 ml of 3H& 

from 13 to· 170 mK, These preliminary measurements ~.Jere made before 

the equilibrium time for the calorimeter was completely characterized. 

Between the first and second experiments, the fixed point device was 

remounted on the platform and the tin switch was remade. The second 

experiment reached a low temperature of 8.8 mK and measurements were 

made ~.Jith volumes of 5, 10, and 15 ml and temperatures ranging from 9 

to 190 mK for all three volumes. Between the second and third 

experiments, the heat switch was changed from tin to aluminum. The 

lowest temperature reached then improved to 6.1 mK. Measurements in 

this experiment were with volumes of 5, 10 and 15 m1 and at tempera

tures from 6.5 to 50 mK for all volumes. 
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In all of the experimants, the initial heat capacity m•asurements 

~,o~ere carried out ~,o~ith a volume of 5 ml of 3He. In the first exper

iment, bet~,o~een 13 and 25 mK the heat capacity of the platform and the 

5 ml o'f 3He could be expressed as a sum of t~,o~o terms. One term ~,o~as 

proportional to temperature ~,o~ith coefficient equal to 3.05 iJJ/mK2 and 

~,o~as tentatively assigned to the 3He. The other term ~,o~as proportional 

to 1/T ~,o~ith a coefficient equal to 196 ~o~J and ~,o~as assignEi!d to the 

plat1orm. The rms deviation from this fit ~,o~as on the order of 1% 

~,o~hit:h ~,o~as also the scatter of the data. The 1 IT term becomes much 

less important at higher temperatures ~,o~ith its fractional contribution 

to the total heat capacity at higher temperatures falling off roughly 

as 11T2. For example, the 1/T term makes up 10% of the 5 ml total 

heat capacity at 25 mK but only 2.5% at SO mK. Since the quality of 

the t~,o~o term fit ~,o~as excellent and the 1/T term made up only 1m~ of 

the total heat capacity at 25 mK, the 1/T term ~,o~as assumed to 

represent the platform heat capacity at higher temperatures for this 

initial experiment. 

Heat capacity measurements ~,o~ere then carried out ~,o~ith a total of 

15 ml of 3He at temperatures ranging from 13 to 170 mK. Eet~,o~een 13 

and 25 mK, the 15 ml data ~,o~ere analyzed in t....,o ~,o~ays. In the first 

method, the 5 ml total heat capacity ...,as subtracted from the 15 ml 

total heat capacity. The difference in heat capacity, equivalent to 

10 ml of 3He, ...,as used to assign the specific heat of 3He. In the 

second method of analysis, only the 1/T term ...,as subtracted from the 

15 ml total heat capacity. In this case, the dif-ference in heat 

capacity ~,o~as equivalent to 15 ml of 3He and gave results for the 

specific heat that ...,ere identical to those determined by the first 
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method. At temperatures above 2S mK, the specific: heat of 3He was 

assigned using the second method of analysis. The equilibrium time 

for the calorimeter (to be discussed later) was very long bet~o~een 2S 

and SO mK. Preliminary heat capacity measurements ~o~ere made in this 

temperature range using 2 hour long out-drifts ~o~hic:h ~o~ere not long 

enough to ensure equilibrium. 

In the second experiment, the heat capacity of the platform plus 

S m1 of 3He was measured up to a temperature of 190 mK. A t~o~o term 

expression for the total heat c:apaci ty bet~o~een 9 and 2S mK was found, 

similar to that found earlier. The coefficient of the 1/T term had 

increased by 10~~ to 21S ~J from that determined in the first exper

iment. This increase ~o~as attributed to the addition of the fixed 

point device. 

heat capacity. 

At 9 mK, the 1 /T term made up 48% of the S ml total 

Data ~o~ere not taken in the usual ~o~ay bet~o~een 25 and SO mK due to 

the very long equilibrium time of the cell but instead were measured 

using one large heat pulse ~o~hich raised the temperature from 20 to SO 

mY.. The measured heat capacity ~o~ill then be an average of the heat 

capa.:ity bet~Jeen 20 and SO mK. The results obtained varied by a fe~o~ 

percent depending on the length of time the platform was below 20 mK. 

This was an indication that some of the platform heat capacity did not 

reach thermal equilibrium during the short (2 hr) out-drift points 

taken during the first experiment. 

Above 50 mK, use of either of the two methods of analysis 

discussed earlier gave identical results for the specific: heat. This 

verifies that the platform heat capacity cam be assumed to be equal to 

the 1/T term above SO mK for the purposes of this determination. 
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At all temperatures except bet~een 25 and 50 mK, measuram•nts of 

the heat capacity ~ith volumes of 10 and 15 ml resulted in equivalent 

specific heat results, verifying that the specific h•at scalad 

correctly ~ith volume. Since the specific heat determined by the 

ditference bet~een 15 and 10 ml agreed ~ith that determined by the 

difference bet~een 10 and 5 ml, any contribution to the heat capacity 

due to a surface effect from the copper. sinter in the upper part of 

the .cell must be less than 1% of the total heat capacity. While a 

surface contribution from the lo~er section of the cell can not be 

ruled out, such a contribution seems unlikely given the similarity 

bet~een the sinters in the upper and lo~er sections. 

The 1/T term measured in the third experiment from 7 to 20 mK had 

a coefficient equal to 219 ~J, similar to that determined in the 

second experiment. At the lo~est temperature, 6.5 mK, the 1/T term 

made up 63% of the 5 ml total heat capacity. 

The change to the aluminum heat s~itch decreased the cooling 

times and thus allo~ed a more systematic look at the heat capacity 

bet1o1een 30 and 50 mK. The platform was cooled to the lo1o1est temper

ature and the heat s1o1itch was opened. The time taken to cool from 20 

and 6.5 mK was approximately t~o days. The heat capacity points 

bet1o1een 6.5 and 20 mK ~ere measured next ~hich required another day. 

At this point a large heat pulse ~as applied which raised the 

temperature from 20 to 50 mK. The time that the platform temperature 

was lo1o1er than 20 mK before this first measurement was about three 

days. The heat s~itch was closed and the platform was cooled back to 

20 mK which took 10 hours. A large heat pulse was again applied to 

raise the temperature to 50 mK. For a 5 ml volume, the first heat 
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capacity result (3 days cold) was 4% higher than the second heat 

capacity result (10 hours cold). For 10 ml, the dif'ference was 2% and 

for 15 ml, the difference was 1%. 

The scaling with volume determined implies that the 3He is not 

responsible for these effects. Thus the plat'form heat capacity must 

be composed of two parts, a rapidly equilibrating system corresponding 

to the 1/T term measured at lower temperatures and a slowly equili-

brating system. The magnitude of the heat capacity associated with 

the slow system, integrated from 20 to 50 mK, is roughly 80% of the 

magnitude of the integrated 1/T term, and corr•sponds to about 4% of 

that of 5 ml of 3He. This slow portion of the platform heat capacity 

is only observable within a limited temperature range. 

The system responsible for the observed effects may have a peak 

in its heat capacity within this temperature range. On the other 

hand, the relative temperature dependences of the equilibrium time and 

heat capacity of the slow system and those of thli 3He may combine to 

limit the temperature region in which the effect is observed. Above 

50 mK, the slow system might have a small heat capacity compared to 

that of the 3He and would not make an observable contribution to the 

heat capacity. Below 20 mK, the relaxation time of the 3He might be 

much faster than that of the slow system and again the system would 

not contribute to· the measured heat capacity. Only at intermediate 

temperatures, where the relaxation of the 3He is comparatively long 

and the sloi,J heat capacity is comparatively high, would the slow 

system make an observable contribution to the heat capacity. 

One possible source for this long time constant heat capacity is 

a magnetic: spin system. Such a spin system typically would have a 
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heat capacity that is proportional to 1/T2 down to near the spin 

ordering temperature. The relaxation time for a nuclear spin system 

in a metal is typically proportional to 1/T while oth&r spin syst&ms 

can have even more rapidly increasing relaxation times with tempera

ture decreases. 

The heat capacity measurements taken in the first experiment with 

short out-drifts were used to estimate the temperature dependence of 

the . 3He specific heat. The final value for the integrated specific 

heat of 3He in the temperature region from 25 to 50 mK was assigned 

using the large heat pulse measurements taken immediately after 

cooling to 20 mK. Later, when the specific heat was fit to a spline 

curve, the large heat pulse points were given more weight than the 

short out-drift points. For the large heat pulse measurements, most 

of the slow portion of the heat capacity would not contribute to the 

observed heat capacity for any volume of 3He. This error in the 

platform heat capacity would then cancel out in the 3He specific heat 

determination. However since the cooling time from 50 to 20 mK is 

dependent on the volume of 3He, some volume dependent error could be 

made in the background heat capacity which would show up in the 

specific heat. This error in the specific heat of 3He could be as 

much as 1%. 

The origin of the 1/T term in the platform heat capacity measured 

at lower temperatures is unknown. A 1/T2 temperature dependence is 

more common, arising from a magnetic system. The observed temperature 

dependence may arise from a collection of spin systems with different 

ordering temperatures. Spin &lasses which have such a distribution of 

spins typically have a heat capacity proportional to 1/T. It is also 
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possible that the true temperature dependence of the platform heat 

capacity has not been measured in these experiments. Since the copper 

sinter in the lower section of the calorimeter is known to have 

partially separated from the body of the cell, it is possible that 

there was insufficient thermal contact for all of the platform heat 

capacity to reach equilibrium. 

platform heat capacity would 

In any case, an error in measuring the 

be common to measurements with all 

volumes of 3He and would not give rise to an error in the 3He specific 

heat. 

G. Precision and accuracy limitations 

Above 50 mK, the precision of the data as measured by the rms 

deviation from a spline curve (to be discussed later) is ±0.3%. In 

this temperature region, the platform heat capacity is a very small 

fraction of the total heat capacity so should not limit the accuracy 

or the precision. The probable cause for the observed scatter is the 

long equilibrium time for the cell. Since this arises from inherent 

properties of 3He, the scatter could only be improved by decreasing 

the si~e of the 3He sample. Since a minimum of 5 ml is required to 

make contact to the powdered CMN thermometer, further improvements 

would require construction of a smaller calorimeter. The specific 

heat of 3He is large enough to permit accurate determinations with 

much smaller volumes. 

Between 25 and 50 mK, the very long equilibrium time of the 

calorimeter makes measurements difficult. Measurement of the heat 

capacity betlw'een 20 and 50 mK using a single heat pulse allolw's the 

determination of an integrated heat capacity but does not allolw' the 

determination of any temperature dependence which might be present. 
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The presence of a long time constant heat capacity in the platform 

limits the precision of .this integrated heat capacity to ±1%. Since 

the source of this long time cons;tant heat capacity is unknown 1 

decreasing the equilibrium time of the cell is the most practical 

method for improving the precision. Again, this would require 

construction of a smaller calorimeter. 

Eelo~,o,~ 25 mK, the equilibrium time is affected by the increasing 

heat· capacity of the platform. Resintering the lower section of the 

cell ~,o,~ould probably increase the thermal contact to the platform and 

decrease the equilibrium time. Precision in these experiments has 

been improved by taking wider heat capacity points and allo~,o,~ing more 

time for the out-drift. The best results obtained were with 15 ml of 

3He, temperature changes that were 10% of the starting temperature, 

and 2.5 hour long out-drifts. The precision obtained was ±0.8%. 

The accuracy of these measurements can be limited by several 

factors. The quantities measured in a heat capacity point are the 

initial temperature, the final temperature, and the input energy. 

Possible •rrors inherent in the definition of the temperature scale 

and their effects on the heat capacities will be discussed in the 

conclusions. 

cons ide red. 

For now only errors in measuring temperature will be 

The sensitivity of the thermometer is more than adequate 

to achieve the desired accuracy of a few tenths of a percent if the 

system is in equilibrium, so only errors arising from nonequilibrium 

need be considered. A possible error in the determination of both 

temperatures arises from the constant haat l•ak into the calorimeter. 

Such a heat leak might create a temperature difference between the CMN 

and the 3He. At the lowest temperature determined for a heat capacity 
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point, 6.2 mK, the constant heat leak caused the plattorm to warm at a 

rate of 0.1 mK/hr. Early measurements during the thermometer inter

comparisons showed that the time constant tor the calorimeter ther-

mometer was at most a few minutes. While the time constant of the 

thermometer has deteriorated due to the separation of the sinter, this 

should. not affect the contact between the 3He and the CMN. Assuming 

the time constant between the CMN and 3He to be 2 minutes would yield 

a t~mperature error of 3.3 1-1K at 6.2 mK, or 0.05%. The difference 

measured between the initial and final temperatures will remain the 

same since the heat leak is independent of temperature over the 10% 

width of the heat capacity point. The error becomes even smaller at 

higher temperatures since the increasing heat capacity reduces the 

warming rate. Thus this error can be ignored. 

Determination of errors in the ending temperature is not so 

straightforward. Some measurements were made using difterent times 

for the out-drift. The results sc•ttered evanly •bout • centr•l v•lue 

for out-drift times which varied by as much as a factor of two. Since 

there are no systematic changes in the measured heat capacity with 

changes in the out-drift time, errors from this source are probably 

smaller than the precision. 

The heat input can be measured to better than 0.01% so should not 

be a limiting factor. An error arises due to changes in the heat leak 

with temperature however. The extrapolation of the out-drift back to 

the center of the heat pulse assumes a linear drift. If the heat leak 

changes drastically with the temperature change of the point, this 

assumption is incorrect. For this calorimeter, the heat path from the 

niobium shield-heater to the outside wall is shorter than the path 



from the shield to the CMN. A heat pulse will thus causa tha cuts ide 

temperature of the calorimeter to overshoot the final temperature 

reached. If the platform reflect» the cutaide temperatura cf tha 

calorimeter, the heat leak through the switch will be different during 

this period of superheating. The measured heat capacity will be 

larger than the actual heat capacity. Given the temperature rise as a 

function cf time for the superheating and the heat switch parameters 

measured earlier, the resultant error can be calculated. However, 

sin~e there is no thermometer on the platform which can measure this 

temperature rise accurately, the superheating must be estimated. 

Suppose the heat from a heat pulse travels outward from the shield at 

the !arne rate that it travels inward. The volume of 3He between the 

sinter and the shield is 2 ml. It the same volume of 3He inside the 

shield is affected at the same time, 4 out of the 5 ml of 3He will be 

affected by the heat pulse by the time the heat reaches the outer 

sinter. Since the ratio of 3He affected to 3He unaffected is 4:1 for 

a 5 ml filling, the outside can at most superheat by 1/4 of the width 

of the heat capacity point. The temperature was monitored after the 

heat pulse as soon as the temperature was near the final temperature. 

This gives an upper limit for the duration of the superheating of 15 

to 30 minutes for temperatures between 6.S and 25 mK and tor temper-

atures between SO and 190 mK. For heat capacities measured in the 

temperature range from 25 to SO mK, the equilibrium time is longer. 

Using 30 minutes for the time, 1/4 of the width tor the overshoot 

during the entire period, and the parameters measured for the tin 

sw i tc:h, the superheating error is lar&est at the highest temperature, 

190 mK, and would be O.S% tor a S ml filling. For the aluminum 
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switch, the maximum error is near 1S mK and would be 0.4%. A more 

reasonable estimate would be 112 as large to account for the 

temperature decay during the 30 minutes. The error arising from 

superheating is thus smaller than the precision for all measurements 

except those between 2S and SO mK. For heat capacities measured in 

the temperature range from 2S to SO mK, the equilibrium time is longer 

and so the error made would be larger. 

· ~Determination of the specific heat requires a measurement of the 

number of moles of 3He. As discussed earlier, this is expected to be 

accurate to 0.1%. Errors made in the platform heat capacity will 

cancel out in the difference between the heat capacities used to 

determine the specific heat. The accuracy of the specific heat 

determination between 6.S and 2S mK and between SO and 190 mK should 

be limited by the precision except for possible inherent errors in the 

temperature scale which ...,ill be discussed later. For the temperature 

range from 2S to SO mK 1 the accuracy is probably 1-2% reflecting the 

uncertainty in the platform heat capacity and errors due to super

heating. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

A. Analvsis of specific heat data 

The 3He specific heat data are shown in Figure 5. The closed 

symbols represent the highest precision data, taken with 15 ml of 3He 

and temperature changes that were at least 10% of the initial temper

ature. The data represented by the open symbols were taken with only 

10 ml of 3He and ha·.re lower precision. They are included to show the 

scaling in the specific heat results with volume. Some preliminary 

measurements are omitted which were taken before the thermal 

characteristics of the cell were well established. All of the 

specific heat points included in Figure 5 were calculated from the 

difference between the total heat capacity with 5 m1 and the total 

heat capacity with the higher volume. 

The smooth curve plotted in Figure 5 represents a least-squares 

cubic-spline fit to the specific heat data. A cubic-spline is a four 

term smoothing polynomial which has the property of continuity in the 

function and in the first and second derivatives. The least-squares 

fit minimizes the curvature of the spline polynomial within the input 

constraint of a maximum value for the rms deviation. A small value 

for the rms parameter causes the spline to accurately follow the input 

data. However, if the rms parameter is too small, the scatter in the 

input data may produce ripples in the spline curve. Usually the rms 

parameter is chosen to be roughly equal to the precision of the data 

to be fit. The major advantage of a spline curve is that it makes no 

assumptions about the functional form of the input data. 

For the 3He data, several fits were made using different values 

for the rms parameter. The fitted quantity was CIT as a function of 
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T, with the higher precision points given twice the weight of the 

lower precision points. The final fit, shown in the figure, has; a 

value of 1% for the rms deviation. Fits with values for the rms 

deviation smaller than 1% had ripples, while fits using larger values 

did not accurately describe the data. A plot of the deviations from 

this smooth curve is shown in Figure 6. The smoothed values for the 

3He specific heat are given in Table VI. 

The residual plot in Figure 6 shows that the specific heat 

determined is independent of volume to within the precision of the 

data. Some volume dependence might be deduced below 15 mK but is at 

most a 1% difference, which is smaller than the 2% scatter and is 

probably not a real difference. The data between 25 and 50 mK appear 

to have excellent precision but as was discussed earlier this is not a 

good measure of their accuracy. The spline curve represents the data 

to within the precision of the measurements, 0.5~~ above 50 mK and 1-2% 

below 50 mK , and will be used for comparisons with results from other 

laboratories. 

The specific: heat of a Fermi liquid is expected to be propor

tional to temperature at low enough temperatures. The data taken here 

confirm this with the specific heat being proportional to temperature 

from 6.5 to 30 mK. The low temperature limit of the quantity C/RT 

determined from these measurements is 2.68 :!:0.03 K-1 (2.69 on T76) 

where C is the molar heat capacity. This yields for the effec:ti ve 

mass ratio, m*lm, a value of 2.70. 

The next term in the specific heat is expected to be either a T3 

term from the Fermi liquid model or a T3ln(T ITo) term from the spin-

fluctuation model. The data were least-squares fit •&ainst the 
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Fig. 5. 3He specific heat data fitted with a least-squares cubic: 

spline. Ill represent the highest precision data. 000 r•present 

lower precision data whic:h are included to show the volume scaling. 

The higher precision data were given twice the weight ct the lower 

preci!ion data in the !it. 
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Table VI. Smoothed values ot C/RT tor 3He at different temperatures. 
A least squares cubic spline was used for smoothing the data. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Temperature 

(mK) 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 2 

14 

16 

18 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

50 

C/RT 
( K- 1 ) 

2.683 

2.683 

2.683 

2.684 

2.685 

2.685 

2.685 

2.685 

2.685 

2.684 

2.680 

2.672 

2.659 

2.642 

2.593 

Temperature 
(mK) 

60 

70 

80 

90 

100 

1 10 

120 

130 

140 

150 

160 

170 

180 

190 

C/RT 
( K-1 ) 

2.534 

2.470 

2.404 

2.337 

2.269 

2.202 

2. 135 

2.069 

2.005 

1. 945 

1. 886 

1. 828 

1. 771 

1. 714 

-----------------------------------------------------------
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Fi&. 7. Residual plot of the 3He specific heat data fit to the 
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following two equations: 

( 9) 

( 1 0 ) 

~Jith a1 1 a2 1 _b1, b2, and b3 to be determined by the fits. Fits were 

made with equal ~Jeighting of all data points between 6.5 and 100 mK. 

The coefficients determined are: 

a1 = 2.69 K-1 

a2 = -42.7 K-3 

b 1 = 2.68 K-1 
b2 = -16.9 K-3 
b3 = 6.80 mK 

Plots of the relati·,;e de·,;iations ot the data 'from these two fits are 

shown in Figures 7 and 8. The fits describe the data about equally 

well, the rms de·,;iation tor the fit against Eq. 9 is 1. '5% and the rms 

de·.-iation for the fit against Eq. 10 is '. '2%. Since neither the 

Fermi liquid model nor the spin-fluctuation model is expected to 

describe the specific: heat correctly at temperatures much above 50 mK 1 

the region between 25 and 50 mK where the specific: heat first departs 

from linearity becomes critically important in choosing between these 

t~Jo models. Unfortunately 1 this is a temperature rei ion where the 

measured data have uncertainties on the order of 1-2% and anyway the 

tits appear equivalent. On the bas is ot the present data , there is 

little reason to preter one model over the other. 

Some inherent uncertainties in the GE2345 scale limit the 

accuracy ot the heat capacities. Since this has particular relevance 

to comparisons ~Jith the results from other laboratories, effects of 

these possible errors will be discussed in some detail. The temper-

ature scale in use here, like the scales from most other laboratories, 
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depends upon a magnetic: thermometer axpec:ted to obey a Curie-Weiss 

la~.o~. Experimentally this becomes' 

T .. Cm ( 1 1 ) 
ex - cxo 

where o: is quantity measured from the thermometer and o:0 , b., and Cm 

are constants determined in the thermometer calibration. (Equation 11 

is a rearrangement of Equation 5.) For the scale in use here 1 o:0 was 

determined to 0.05% by the thermometer calibration from 100 to 1000 

mK. Since the heat capacities ~.o~ere measured at lower temperatures 

than the calibration 1 the small uncertainty in o:0 becomes even less 

important for the heat capacities. Errors in b. affect the apparent 

midpoint of a heat capacity point without changing the temperature 

difference measured. Since the specific heat of 3He is proportional 

to temperature at the lowest temperatures, if the absolute error in b. 

is S 1 the fractional error caused in the specific heat ratio 1 C/T 1 is 

e.qual to SIT where T is the midpoint of the heat capacity point. This 

type of error is most important at low temperatures. The estimated 

uncertainty in b. for the GE2345 scale is ±0.1 mK, ~.o~hic:h would cause a 

maximum error of 1.5~~ at 6.5 mK. Errors in Cm affect both the 

apparent midpoint of the heat capacity point and the temperature 

difference measured. For a heat capacity proportional to temperature, 

if the fractional error in Cm is S 1 the fractional error caused in CIT 

is 25. Typical rms deviations in the thermometer calibration were 

0.05%, which would yield a fractional error of 0.1% in the specific 

heat. One kno~.o~n deviation is that of the difference between bet~.o~een 

the vapor pressure scales and T76· The constant difference of 0.25% 

bet~.o~een the scales would lead to a difference of 0.5% in the CIT 



results, with values given on the vapor· pressure scales being lower. 

If our scale were adjusted to fit the NES W transition temperature by 

shifting the value of A, the shift would raise the specific heat ratio 

determined by 3% at 16 mK and 9% at 6.5 mK. If the adjustment were 

m~de to Cm, the C/T deta ,..,.ould b~ r~bed by 3% over the whole tern-

perature range. However, such large corrections are not consistent 

with the upper three transitions of the fixed point device 1 as was 

disc~ssed earlier. 

S. Comparisons with results from other laboratories 

Looking back at Table I 1 for zero pressure at 10 mK, the values 

reported here are near the middle of the spread of values. Our value 

for C/RT 1 2.69 K-1, is nearest 2.74 K-1 reported by Eell Labora

tories11. The difference between tha t...,o, 1.8% 1 is comparable to . the 

combined scatter of the data of the two laboratories. Comparison over 

an extended temperature range is shown in Figure 9. The data reported 

here are in excellent agreement with those reported by Eell Labora

tories (curve b), especially above 30 mK. Since the specific heat 

measurements and particularly the temperature scale development 

reported here were both est~blishad indepandently of th~t from B&ll 

Laboratories 1 the specific heat of 3He at zero pressure can be nco,..• be 

considered known in this temperature region to within a few percent. 

The remaining 2% difference below 30 mK will be discussed shortly. 

C. Effect of temperature scale errors on measured heat capacities 

Most laboratory temperature scales in this temperature region are 

based on a thermometer assumed to obey a Curie-Weiss law. Thus the 

same types of temperature scale errors miiht be expected for different 

laboratories. Errors in the scale could arise from •rrors in A or 
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errors in the slope, Cm. The first type of error corresponds to a 

constant offset in temperature while the second represents ~n arror in 

the size of the degree. Given the nature of these errors, it is 

reasonable to represent the relation between a laboratory scale and 

the thermodynamic scale by a. two term relation: 

T = 1\T' + 5 ( 1 2 ) 

i,Jhere A and 5 are parameters peculiar to each laboratory 1 T is the 

thermodynamic temperature, and T' is the laboratory temperature. If 

T' were equal to the thermodynamic temperature 1 A. i,JOuld be equal to 

one and o equal to zero. For those scales based on a Curie-Weiss law, 

a non-zero 'o corresponds to an error in the assignment of 1::. 1 while a 

non-unity A corresponds to an error in assigning the Curie constant. 

While not all possible deviations can be represented by this ti,JO term 

polynomial, this form will be used as a first approximation. This 

form has been used to describe differences between laboratory scales 

in the pastS. 

Given Equation 12 1 the effect on the measured heat capacity can 

be calculated. For a heat capacity point l,o,fith measured initial and 

final temperatures equal to T1' and T2' 1 the true temperature 

difference ~,Jill be~ 

I::.T • (AT1' + o)- (A.T2' + 5) 

• 11.(T1' - T2') • 1\I::.T' 

( 1 3 ) 

Here the primed variables ~,Jill be used to indicate measured quanti

ties, while unprimed variables will indicate the thermodynamic 

quantities. The true midpoint of this particular point will be at T • 

A.T' + 5. 
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For 3He for which the specific heat is typically reported as 

C/RT: 

CC/RTJ = CC/RTJ' T' ( 14 ) 
}I.(XT' + 5) 

where CC/RTJ is for a true temperature, T. Thus if X and 5 could be 

determined for each laboratory, corrected values for the specific heat 

of 3He could be determined. 

A standard method for comparing different temperature scales is 

by determination of a thermodynamic fixed point on the different 

scales. If such a transition temperature is measured on different 

scales, any difference between temperatures measured gives a direct 

indication of deviations between the scales. The superconducting 

transitions of the samples within the NES fixed point device were 

chosen to make this type of comparison over the range from 16 to 200 

mr:. Unfortunately, the Ee transition and possibly the W transition 

are overly sensitive to the ambient magneti~ field. This lim~ts the 

usefulness of any comparison because of doubts as to the reproduc-

ibility of the transition temperatures. Unfortunately, there are no 

other convenient fixed points in the region between 5 and 20 mK where 

the specific heat data from different laboratories have the greatest 

overlap. 

Eelo._. this temperature region 1 however 1 3He provides two 

convenient fixed points. They are the triple point bet...,een solid 1 

Fermi liquid, and superfluid A phases at 2. 7 mK and the triple point 

between solid 1 superfluid A 1 and superfluid E phases at 2.2 mK. These 

transition temperatures are fixed points in the thermodynamic sense 

and have been ._.idely measured. Experimental values for these transi-
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tion temperatures have been collected in Table VII. For the purpose 

of comparison, a temperature scala is defined on which Ts • 2.17 mK 

and TA = 2.74 mK. These temperatures were chosen to be close to the 

averages and to make the difference between TA and Ts close to the 

average. (The Helsinki va1.ue of TA-Ts, which was substantially higher 

than all others, was omitted from this average.) The selection of the 

comparison values of TA and Ts is somewhat arbitrary but for .the 

moment we will assume that they are reasonable approximations to the 

correct values on the thermodynamic scale. The parameters A and o of 

Equation 12 are then chosen to yield the comparison values of TA and 

Ts, given the laboratory values, TA' and Ts'. 

The scale used for the Cornell-I measurements7 is a thermodynamic: 

scale based on measurements of the hea.t of melting of 3He and gives 

temperatures relative to TA. TA was separately determined by 

requiring that the measured entropy of the liquid be R1n2 at the 

minimum of the melting pressure, approximately 0.3 K. (Since this 

temperature scale is not based on a Curie-Weiss law, the o term in Eq. 

12 is not really applicable but the calculated correction is small.) 

Ho1,.,1ever the A term will correctly describe any uncertainty in the 

assignment of TA. Use of the reported values of TA and Ts gives A = 

1.00 and o = -0.01 mK which give a negligible correction to the scale. 

The Helsinki scale8 is based on a Pt NMR thermometer which was 

used to calibrate a more sensitive LCMN thermometer. LCMN is expected 

to obey a Curie-Weiss la1,.,1. in this temperature reiion and so the values 

of TA and Ts reported 1,.,1ill be used for the assignment of A and 5. The 

values derived are A .. 0. 905 and 5 = +0.21 mK which would &ive a 

substantial ~.:orrection. Although this correction is based on T A and 
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Table VII. Experimental values of 3He triple point temperatures. 

Group 

La Jollaa 

Cornel l-Ib 

Orsayd 

Floridad 

Average 

TA 
( mK) 

2.725 

2.75 

2.79 

2.75 

2.68 

2.739 

Ts 
(mK) 

2. 155 

2. 18 

2. 16 

2.20 

2. 10 

2. 159 

TA-Ts 
(mK) 

0.570 

0.57 

0.63 

0.55 

0.58 

0.58 

Type of 
scale 

LCMN, zero sound 

Latent heat 

LCMN, Pt NMR 

Pt NMR 

Latent heat 

-----------------------------------------------------------
a Reference 37 
b Reference 7 

c: Reference 8 
d Reference 38 
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Ts alone, it correctly describes the relation bet""een the Helsinki 

phase diagram and that recently determined at La Jolla. The scale 

used for the Cornell-II measurements ""as based on the Helsinki phase 

diagram and so ""ould have the same values for A and S. 

The specific heat measurements5,6 by Wheatley et al. ""ere based 

on a CMN thermometer ""ith b assumed to be ~ere and did not extend to 

lo"" enough temperatures to measure TA and Ts. Later measurements by 

the same group did extend lo""er in temperature but used different 

thermometers. In any case, since b of the CMN thermometer is par

ticularly likely to be temperature dependent in this temperature 

region, it is best not to rely entirely on TA-Ts. Since the CMN 

thermometer ""as calibrated over a ""ide temperature interval it is 

reasonable to assume that A is close to one. We have therefore 

assumed that .II. • 1.00 and estimated E using TA alone. T""o values of 

TA for CMN thermometers have been reported by the La Jolla group13,39 

2.10 mK and 2.35 mK, corresponding to E • b = 0.64 and 0.39 mK. 

Since both of these thermometers ""ere different from the one used in 

the specific: heat measurements, for the purpose of this comparison '-1e 

have assumed that b = 0.4 mK for the thermometer used for the specific 

heat measurements. The Grenoble specific heat data ""ere obtained ""ith 

a similar CMN thermometer ""hich gave TA ., 2.13 mK ""ith ~ assumed to be 

~ero40. This su&gests ~ • 0.6 mK for this thermometer . 

The Bell Laboratories temperature scale12 ""as based on an LCMN 

thermometer (10 mole %) belo"" 15 mK and a CMN thermometer above 15 mK .. 

These thermometers ""ere assumed to have the same value of ~ and that 

value ""as originally chosen to make an extrapolation of measurements 

of the melting pressure curve (above 8mK) fit the Cornell-! data at 
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T A. The melting pressure curves determined at Cornell and Bell 

Laboratories then agreed in the region of overlap from 9 to 20 miL 

Later the Eell Laboratories scale was modified by decreasing the value 

of ~ by 0.3 mK in order to make the lowest-temperature specific heat 

data linear in temperature11. Given the &cod agreement between the 

Cornell-I scale and the original Eell Laboratories scale and the later 

modification by 0.3 mK 1 the Cornell-I values tor J\. and o are modified 

to K = 1.00 and o = 0.29 mK for the Bell Laboratories measurements. 

There are several limitations to this approach for estimating 

temperature scale differences. First, Eq. 12 may not be able to 

describe the relation between a laboratory scale and the thermodynamic 

scale, especially for CMN near 2 mK. CMN J)robably does n~t obey a 

Curie-Weiss law at these low temperatures, and so o would . be 

temperature dependent. In addition, not all laboratories with 

specific heat data have measured the values of TA and Ta, in 

particular, this laboratory. The major weakness of this approach is 

in using Eq. 12 to extrapolate temperature scale corrections d!!rived 

between 2 and 3 mK to substantially higher temp!!ratures. Helsinki41, 

Eell Laboratories12, and this laboratory42 have all measured the W 

transition temp!!rature. The Helsinki values (15.86 and 16.29 mK), the 

Eell Laboratories value (15.97 mK on the original scale), and our 

value (16.26 mK) are all in approximate agreement. However, the 

parameters J\. and o obtained from TA and Ta imply a lar&e differ!!nce 

between the Helsinki and Eell Laboratories scales. It is not clear 

whether the W transition temperature is not reproducible or Eq. 12 is 

not adequate to describe temp!!rature scale differ!!nces up to this high 

of temperature. Since Eq. 12 corr!!ctly describes the difference 
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tet ... ·een the Helsinki and La Jolla phase diagrams, and suggests a 

:orrec:tion to the specific: heat which is approximately correct, for 

the following disc:uaaion, we will assume that J\. and 5 correctly 

describe the deviations between scales. 

Given these values for A. and 5 (summarized in Table 8) it is 

straightfor~Jard to calculate the ch~nges in CIRT. The values for CIRT 

at 10 mK on the ccmpari:5on scale are given in Table 9. Comparison cf 

Table 9 with Table f shows tr.at the largest c:orrectior.s ha·.1e been to 

the Helsinki and Cornell-II data. This is due to the ·.1ery high ·.~a.:-..e 

for TA-TB incorporated in the Helsinki phase diagram. The values for 

the specific: heat have been raised by 20% and are in much be-tter 

agreement with other determinations. The Wheatley and Grenoble 1ata 

ha~e been lowered by ro~ghly 5% due to the reassiin~ent of 6 f=r ~h~ 

CMN thermometers. Corre~tions for the Co~nell-I and Ee!! Lat=ra~=ries 

jata are relat:.·.~ely small. The o·.·erall spread in spe~ifi: !'::at ja~a 

at lO mK is reduced from 34% to 14% at zero pressure and from 35~ ~o 

I(% at 28 atm. The remaining discrepancies in the specific heat data 

are of the order of those in the specific: heat ratios (Table III ar.d 

therefore reflect other systematic errors in the data. 

Corrections as a function of tempe:-ature are shown in Fig~..res IC 

and 1 f for pressures of .zero and 28 atm respectively. The reported 

laboratory data are shown by the solid curves while the corrected data 

on the comparison scale are shown by the dashed curves. The data from 

this laboratory have not been corrected because they do not extend to 

low enough temperatures to measure TA and Ts. With the shift to the 

comparison scale (equivalent to the Bell Laboratories or i€-inal scale), 

the Eel! Lab·~ratcries data are now in agreement with t!-• .=~c ;11c?~ ... r.:d 
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Table VIII. The parameters A and o determined tor each group. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Group A 0 

Wheatley 1.00 +0.40 mK 

Grenoble 1. 00 +0.60 mK 

Helsinki 0.905 +0.21 mK 

Cornell- II 0.905 +0.21 mY. 

Bell Laboratories 1. 00 +0.29 mK 

Cornell- I 1. 00 -0.01 mK 
-----------------------------------------------------------

Table IX. Heat capacity of liquid 3He at 10 mK, at pressures of 0 and 
28 atm. Data have been corrected to the compa:-ison temperature scale. 

Zero pressure 28 atm 

C Deviation C Deviation 
Group RT ( K-1 ) from mean RT (K-1) from mean 

Wheatley 2.86 + 8% 4.20 + 3% 

Grenoble 4.34 + 7% 

Helsinki 2.51 - 6% 3.96 - 3% 

Cornell-II 2.62 3.93 - 3% 

Bell Laboratories 2.66 + 0% 3.99 - 2% 

Cornell- I 4.00 - 2% 
-----------------------------------------------------------
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Fig. 10. 

pressure. 

C/RT for liquid 3He in the Fermi liquid region at ~ero 

Error bars indicate the Approximate scatter of the re-

ported data. Solid curves represent the data as reported ~Nhile the 

dashed curves represent the data as recalculated on a comparison 

temperature scale (see text). The data from this laboratory have not 

been corrected. 

Curve a) 

Curve b) 

Curve c) 

Curve d) 

Wheatley group 

Sell Laboratories 

Helsinki 

This laboratory 

Fig. 11. C/RT for liquid 3He in the Fermi liquid region at 28 atm. 

Error bars indicate the approximate scatter of the raported data. 

Solid curves represent the data as reported while the dashed curves 

represent the data as recalculated on a comparsion temperature scale 

(see text). The correction for the Cornell-! data is too small to be 

shown. 

Cur·,te a) 

Curve b) 

Curve c) 

Curve d) 

Wheatley group 

Sell Laboratories 

Helsinki 

Cornell-! 
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here throughout the region of overlap. Since the original Bell 

Laboratories scale was tied to a thermodynamic scale 1 it is probably 

more reliable than the later adjusted scale. Therefore the specific 

heat data reported here and the data from Bell Laboratories calculated 

on the original scale establish the correct value of the specific heat 

of 3He to within 1% from 6.5 to 200 mK. The widely divergent Wheatley 

and Helsinki data converge toward the correct values for the specific 

heat. This implies that the comparison scale is a reasonable approx

imation to the thermodynamic scale for comparing the specific heat 

data at 10 mK. The doo..rnturn in the Helsinki data at the lowest 

temperatures implies that this comparison scale may not be accurate 

enough for comparisons of the specific heat data at temperatures near 

TA and Te. At. those temperatures the specific heat data are par

ticularly sensitive to the choice of TA and Ts. 

The largest corrections o..rhich have been made are to those scales 

which are extrapolated from a region of comparison with a primary 

temperature standard. The Wheatley and Grenoble scales were 

extrapolated downo..rard from comparisons with the vapor pressure scales. 

The Helsinki scale is based on ?t NMR from 2 to 7 mK and extrapolated 

upo..rard in temperature. On the other hand, those scales which are 

interpolations between both high and low temperature standards had 

small corrections. The Cornell-I scale is tied to the TA transition 

at low temperatures and the entropy of liquid 3He at the minimum of 

the melting curve. The major uncertainty is the extrapolation to the 

melting pressure minimum. The Bell Laboratories original scale was 

tied at low temperatures to the Cornell-I scale. At high tempera

tures 1 it depended on the upper three transitions of a SRM 768 fixed 
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point device. The excellent agreement bet1,.,1een these scales in the 

region of overlap confirm both scales. Our scale is tied to the vapor 

pressure scale_at high temperatures and to NO thermometry at lo1,.,1 tem

peratures. 

In conclusion, this research has established an independent, 

accurate temperature scale do1,.,1n to 6 mK and measured the specific heat 

of 3He, from 6.5 to 190 mK. The excellent agreement bet1,.,1een the data 

measured here and that measured at Sell Laboratories (especially as 

calculated on the original temperature scale) establish that these 

data are probably correct. In addition, discrepancies bet1,.,1een the 

temperature scales of different laboratories have been analyzed 1,.,1ith 

regard to the effects of the specific heat reported. Although this 

analysis does not prove .that the specific heat discrepancies are 

entirely due to temperature scale errors, they do sho~,.,~ that obvio1.1s 

discrepancies bet1,.,1een the scales in the 2-3 mK range can account for 

most of the specific heat differences 1,.,1hen extrapolated to higher 

temperat1.1res in a pla1.1sible 1,.,1ay . 
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